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FILM PRODUCTION HOUSE BASED IN BUCHAREST
WITH GREAT EXPERIENCE IN RUNAWAY PRODUCTIONS IN ROMANIA AND ABROAD

Outstanding Production Infrastructure | Experienced Crew | Budget Efficiency | Big Pool of Talents 
Sound Stages and Studio Availability | Traditional and Modern Architecture | Wide Variety of Locations 

RECENT PROJECTS:

Eastern Business (Romania, Moldavia, Lithuania) | With Open Arms (France, 
Belgium, Luxemburg) | See You Soon (USA) | Kursk (France, Belgium) | Killing Eve (USA, UK)

Parquet (Russia, UK) | Otto the Barbarian (Romania, Belgium)

It's about time we met.

office@alienfilm.com | +40.213.276.304
www.alienfilm.com | facebook.com/AlienFilm

 

AVAILABLE FOR SERVICE PRODUCTION  |  CO-PRODUCTION  |  FILM & TV SERIES
35% of the eligible Romanian spend  |  45% of the eligible Romanian spend, if the story is set in Romania

NEW CASH REBATE IN ROMANIA
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For all the latest coverage of the Cannes Film Festival, go to THR.COM/CANNES
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BY TATIANA SIEGEL

Amazon Takes 
U.S. Rights to 
Les Misérables 

President Donald Trump’s escalation of tensions with Beijing has limited acquisitions of 
small and mid-range indie projects in the Middle Kingdom: ‘I don’t feel confident about 

buying American movies right now’ BY PATRICK BRZESKI

Trade War Rattles U.S.-China 
Film Sales Relationships 

Amazon Studios has acquired 
U.S. rights to the French-

language drama Les Misérables.
The film, from writer-director 

Ladj Ly, screened in competition 
on Wednesday and drew raves for 
its gritty, loose take on the Victor 
Hugo novel of the same name. CAA 
Media Finance negotiated the deal 
on behalf of Ly, who was recently 
signed by the agency. Wild Bunch is 
handling international sales.

A source pegged the deal at 
$1.5 million, making it the biggest 
sale ever at Cannes for a first-time 
director.

Written by Ly, Giordano Gederlini 
and Alexis Manenti, the film 
chronicles the grim realities of life 
in the projects in Paris’ suburbs and 
was inspired by riots in 2005 that 
sparked headlines around the world.

Toufik Ayadi and Christophe 
Barral produced.

The acquisition gives Amazon a 
potential best foreign-language con-
tender come Oscar time considering 
the reviews out of Cannes. 

D onald Trump’s escalation of the U.S.-
China trade war on the eve of Cannes 
has left China’s once cash-flush film 

buyers newly wary of U.S. product this week.  
Few analysts expect Beijing to retaliate 

against Trump’s tariffs by blocking Hollywood 
studio tentpoles from distribution — local 
exhibitors are too reliant on such titles for rev-
enue, and their absence from screens would 
generate unwelcome attention to the trade 
war among the Chinese public — but small 

and mid-range American films could be more 
exposed, Chinese buyers fear. 

“I don’t feel confident about buying 
American movies right now,” says Ruby Xie, 
director of international acquisitions for Rise 
Culture, a Beijing financial holding group that 
is in Cannes this year. 

The fear is that Beijing will allow Hollywood 
blockbusters their usual reign, but U.S. titles 
acquired through the country’s secondary 

Spain and Glory
Penélope Cruz and Antonio Banderas share a laugh at the gala screening of Pedro Almodóvar’s Pain and Glory.

(Continued on page 2)

Les Misérables
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Behind the Headlines

The Report

TRADE WAR
Continued from page 1

buy-out import system will fi nd it diffi cult 
to land release dates, as regulators favor 
European or Asian imports instead. The 
recent success of more diverse fare in China 
— such as Bollywood blockbusters, or Nadine 
Labaki’s Lebanese drama Capernaum, which 
has earned an astonishing $45 million 
— would give Beijing confi dence that the audi-
ence won’t miss American genre vehicles. 

“It could benefi t companies like us,” says 
Martin Moskowicz of Germany’s Constantin 
Film, which just received approval for the 
Chinese release of its English-language 
horror fi lm The Silence, starring Stanley 

Tucci. “Having a fi lm that is not designated as 
American defi nitely helps getting government 
approval for release in China.”

The trade war also is exacerbating the 
already challenging economic conditions in 
the Chinese industry. The value of the yuan 
vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar has fallen 3.5 per-
cent since the start of March, upping costs 
for China’s content acquirers. Some analysts 
believe Beijing will allow the yuan to slide 
even further as a quick means of offsetting the 
impact of Trump’s tariffs by making Chinese 
goods more affordable. An even weaker yuan 
will only encourage capital fl ight from China’s 
shores, though, and that, in turn, will 
likely lead Beijing to further tighten oversight 
of offshore money transfers. 

Roland Emmerich’s $150 million sci-fi  
Moonfall, easily the biggest U.S. fi lm pack-
age brought to Cannes this year, is said to be 
asking upward of $30 million to $40 million 
for China rights. In the easy-money era of just 
three years ago, a bidding war among cash-
fl ush Chinese contenders could be banked on. 
In 2019, the landscape is very different. Says 
one veteran Chinese fi lm executive, “This is 
a very unpredictable time.” 

BY TATIANA SIEGEL

Saban Picks Up Horror-Comedy Come to Daddy

S aban Films has acquired 
U.S. rights to producer Ant 

Timpson’s directorial debut, 
Come to Daddy, which made its 
world premiere at the Tribeca 
Film Festival in April.

The horror-comedy stars 
Elijah Wood (The Lord of 
the Rings franchise, Wilfred) 
alongside Stephen McHattie 
(Watchmen, Mother!) and 
Martin Donovan (Ant-Man, Big 
Little Lies).

Written by Toby Harvard, the 
story centers on a man in his 
thirties (Wood) who travels to a 
remote cabin to reconnect with 
his estranged father (McHattie).
The screenplay is based on an 
idea from Timpson.

“Come to Daddy’s horror 
and comedy mix is perfectly 
balanced and creates a won-
derfully wild atmosphere that’ll 
keep audiences guessing — all 

the way through,” Saban Films’ 
Bill Bromiley said.

The film is produced by 
Mette-Marie Kongsved and 
Laura Tunstall for Nowhere, 
Daniel Bekerman for Scythia 
Films, Katie Holly for Blinder 
Films, Emma Slade for Firefly 
Films and Toby Harvard. Tango 
Entertainment financed the 
Canadian, New Zealand, Irish 
co-production with support 

from the New Zealand Film 
Commission, Telefilm, Blinder 
Films and Egg Post Production. 
Timpson, Tim Headington and 
Lia Buman exec produced.

Saban Films is planning a 
theatrical release.

Bromiley and Jonathan Saba 
negotiated the deal for Saban 
Films along with Nate Bolotin 
of XYZ Films on behalf of the 
filmmakers. 

Come to Daddy

Capernaum

BY ALEX RITMAN

Daddario 
Takes Lead in 
Celestial Blue

B aywatch, San Andreas and 
True Detective star Alexandra 

Daddario is to play the lead in 
horror-thriller Celestial Blue, coming 
from Australian writer-director Zak 
Hilditch. Covert Media, led by CEO 
Paul Hanson (Ophelia, District 9) 
will finance, produce and handle 
worldwide rights on the project, and 
is introducing it to buyers in Cannes. 
Liz Kearney (Paper Planes) has also 
come on board as producer. 

Celestial Blue centers around a 
flight attendant (Daddario) strug-
gling with the recent death of her 
mother. When a deadly pandemic 
breaks out on a Sydney-bound flight 
from Los Angeles, she’s forced to 
summon inner strength she never 
knew existed. 

Hilditch rose to prominence when 
his sophomore feature These Final 
Hours was selected in the o� icial 
selection for Cannes in 2014. 

T H E  H O L L Y W O O D  R E P O R T E R

Alexandra 
Daddario

Meanwhile,
In the Real World ...

 Robert Pattinson has emerged 
as a top contender to play Batman 

in Matt Reeves’ upcoming DC movie for 
Warner Bros.

 Netflix has tapped Aquaman 
filmmaker James Wan and scribe 

Lindsey Beer for The Magic Order, its 
latest series based on a Mark Millar comic.

 Steve Kroft, the longest-tenured 
60 Minutes correspondent, will 

retire from the CBS newsmagazine after 
30 seasons. 

 Netflix has ordered Next in 
Fashion, to be hosted by Queer 

Eye style expert Tan France and model 
and designer Alexa Chung. 
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Czech Republic, Pavilion No. 130, 
Village International, Marché du Film

We will keep improving.  
Stay tuned.

Know-how,  
Skills, Tradition

Solo by Artemio Benki

Loves of a Blonde by Miloš Forman

Forman vs. Forman by Helena Třeštíková and Jakub Hejna

One Hundred and Twenty-eight Thousand by Ondřej Erban

This year’s Cannes Film Festival will pay homage  
to director Miloš Forman, who passed away last year. 
The restored second film of Miloš Forman, Loves of 
a Blonde, which will be shown in the Cannes Classic 
section, is yet another proof that will persuade you 
of the impressive cinema tradition of the Czech 
Republic, which can serve as a source to contemporary 
generations of filmmakers. In the same section, 
you can view the world premiere of the remarkable 
documentary Forman vs. Forman by Helena Třeštíková 
and Jakub Hejna, which describes Miloš Forman’s  
life journey from the Czech New Wave to Hollywood,  
his opinions on the society, politics and art.

Documentary Solo by French director Artemio  
Benki, based in Prague, will have its world premiere  
in the parallel section ACID. The film, which is  
a co-production of the Czech Republic, France,
Argentina and Austria, is a lyrical story of a young  
piano virtuoso, who struggles with his mental  
illness and strives to return to normal life outside  
the hospital walls. The short film One Hundred and 
Twenty-eight Thousand of the emerging talented 
director and script writer Ondřej Erban will be shown  
in the Cinéfondation section. This probe into  
a society stricken by foreclosures has won this year’s 
Magnesia Award for Best Student Film.

The stable public funding system, with special  
emphasis on supporting co-productions, together  
with skilled producers and experienced crews,  
makes the Czech Republic the perfect environment  
for creating outstanding international projects.

hr_2019_FIN.indd   1 May/12/19   23:22 
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Behind the Headlines

The Report

The former indie powerhouse announced a pact with a Hong Kong-based tourism and entertainment 
company that would provide up to $250 million in equity fi lm fi nancing BY PATRICK BRZESKI

Can Ryan Kavanaugh Rebound in 
China After Relativity Flameout?

F ormer Relativity Media 
chairman Ryan Kavanaugh 
has managed to lure the 

industry spotlight back in his 
direction, unveiling a big-dollar 
deal that would get him back into 
the fi lm production business, 
as well as a stake in a Chinese 
studio. 

Following the announcement 
Thursday, dealmakers in Cannes 
could be heard debating the sig-
nifi cance of the Kavanaugh news 
at events and galas up and down 
the beach. Had the consummate 
pitchman and former Cannes 
market heavyweight managed to 
pull off the impossible — getting 
money out of China at the height 
of a trade war — or was he simply 
spinning hype again? 

Kavanaugh’s new company 
Proxima Media said Wednesday 
that it was teaming up with 
National Arts Entertainment and 
Culture Group Ltd., a tourism and 
entertainment company based in 
Hong Kong that operates a fi lm 
studio and tourism destination in 
southern China. Proxima said the 
deal would provide $250 million 
in equity fi lm fi nancing, which 

could be leveraged to $1 
billion, allowing it to 
produce an initial slate 
of up to 10 U.S. features 
at the Chinese studio 
site. Proxima would 
also “acquire a large 
stake” in National Arts, 
“taking over the man-
agement and building out” the 
studio,  including “creating state-
of-the-art production facilities, a 
worldwide theme park, four-star 
lodging and a one of a kind world-
wide travel experience.”

Shortly before Proxima’s 
statement was released, however, 
National Arts Entertainment 
issued its own statement to the 
Hong Kong stock exchange, where 
the company is publicly traded. 
The Hong Kong disclosure frames 
the deal somewhat differently: 
Kavanaugh would be bringing 
capital to greater China, rather 
than the other way around, it said. 

Describing the pact as a 
“potential” agreement, National 
Arts said Proxima will attempt 
to raise $100 million within the 
next nine months. If the fund-
ing is delivered, Proxima will be 

Cannes 
in Brief

Queensbury Taps 
Gentry for Intrusion
Queensbury Pictures, 
which launched in 
Cannes last year, has 
signed Jacob Gentry to 
direct Broadcast Signal 
Intrusion, the follow-up to 
its SWSX-bowing psycho-
logical horror pic Girl on 
the Third Floor. The film is 
described as “part-Zodiac 
and part-Lost Highway by 
way of Aphex Twin” and 
is set to shoot in Chicago 
later this year.

Arclight Scores Sales 
for Possessor
Brandon Cronenberg’s 
sci-fi thriller Possessor 
has been sold to a number 
of territories by Arclight. 
The film  — starring 
Andrea Riseborough 
and Christopher Abbott, 
soon to be seen in George 
Clooney’s Catch-22 — 
was picked up by Sandrew 
Metronome (Scandinavia), 
Turner Broadcasting 
(Latin America), Spentzos 
(Greece and Cyprus), 
Top Film Distribution 
(CIS territories), and Italia 
(Middle East).

Chile to be Focus of 
Berlin Fest in 2020
The Berlin Film Festival 
will give the films and 
filmmakers of Chile a spe-
cial platform at the 70th 
Berlinale in 2020, making 
the South American nation 
its “country in focus” at 
the European Film Market. 
Berlin has long been a 
launchpad for Chilean cin-
ema. Sebastián Lelio had 
his breakthrough success 
in Berlin, winning Silver 
Bears for Gloria (2013) 
and A Fantastic Woman 
(2017). Pablo Larraín’s 
The Club took Berlin’s 
Grand Jury Prize in 2015, 
the same year country-
man Patricio Guzmán 
won a Silver Bear for 
best screenplay for The 
Pearl Button. The German 
and Chilean industries 
recently intensified 
ties, with the signing, 
in October last year, of 
the first co-production 
agreement between the 
two countries.

granted a 25 percent 
stake in the Hong 
Kong company, and a 
“designated party” — 
presumably Kavanaugh, 
or a partner — will be 
paid a “success fee” of 
$3.5 million. Proxima 
will then “introduce” up 

to fi ve overseas fi lms and three 
TV series to be shot at the studio 
each year.  But it’s unclear where 
Kavanaugh’s promised $250 mil-
lion in production fi nancing — as 
well as capital to fuel the studio’s 
expansion and enhancement 
into a world-class production 
base (National Arts is known to 
be carrying signifi cant debt and 
recorded a loss of $52 million in 
2018, and $6.6 million in the fi rst 
quarter of 2019) — will actually 
come from.

At a panel discussion in Cannes 
on Friday, Mark Gill, president and 
CEO of Solstice Studios, expressed 
some doubt about Kavanaugh’s 
new venture: “Wherever the 
money is going to come from (in 
the future) it’s not China,” he said. 
“Every time anyone lies in Cannes, 
Ryan gets a royalty.” 

Jia Zhangke Begins Shooting Feature 
Documentary About Chinese Literature

C annes regular Jia Zhangke, arguably Thierry 
Frémaux’s favored Chinese filmmaker, won’t 

be spotted on the Croisette this year. Instead, the 
celebrated auteur, whose last four films 
have premiered in competition at Cannes, 
is in China shooting his next feature. 

Jia began production just this week on 
So Close My Land, a feature documentary 
set in his home province of Shanxi. The 
film is the final, belated installment in Jia’s trilogy 
of documentaries about various art disciplines, 
following Dong (2006), a portrait of Chinese 
painter Liu Xiaodong, and Useless (2007), which 

explored China’s fashion industry. 
So Close My Land focuses on a literature fes-

tival Jia co-founded in Shanxi. The event gathers 
a multi-generational roster of China’s most 
esteemed writers, including novelists Jia 
Pingwa, Liang Hong and Yu Hua for public 
discussions about their craft.

“[These authors] are from di� erent peri-
ods — di� erent eras of economic growth, 

lifestyle and literary practice,” Jia told THR from 
Shanxi. “We will shoot their approach to creation, 
discussions of their personal experiences and 
thoughts on the future.” — P.B.

Jia

Kavanaugh

tival Jia co-founded in Shanxi. The event gathers 
a multi-generational roster of China’s most 

 for public 

“[These authors] are from di� erent peri-

Shanxi. “We will shoot their approach to creation, 

Yu Hua, 
author of The 
April 3rd 
Incident, won 
China’s James 
Joyce Award.
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Celebrating Irish � lm 
in Cannes

Vivarium
—
Director Lorcan Finnegan  
Production Company Fantastic Films 
Sales Agent XYZ Films 

Press, Industry & Public Screenings
Sat May 18, 11:15, Espace Miramar
Sat May 18, 17:00, Espace Miramar
Sat May 18, 22:30, Espace Miramar
Sun May 19, 8:30, Espace Miramar
—
Public Screenings
Sun May 19, 19:00, Theatre Alexandre III
Sun May 19, 20:30, Cinema Valbonne
Mon May 20, 16:30, Studio 13
Tues May 21 16:30, Theatre La Licorne
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ROSA SALAZAR JOINS THE BANG BANG GIRLS

R osa Salazar, who was most recently seen in Alita: Battle 
Angel, will star in and executive produce the dramedy The 

Bang Bang Girls.
Lauren Schacher wrote the script and will make her feature 

directorial debut with the project, which follows a high school 
valedictorian and her two best friends, who recruit their new 
chemistry teacher (Salazar) to form a secret after-school 
sex-ed club.

Fest Leadership 
Reveals 

Gender Data

A year after a historic gathering at 
Cannes, where the film festival 

pledged to take steps toward gen-
der equality, members of the French 
organization Le Collectif 50/50 and 
the artistic directors of the festival 
met again in the same tent on the 
beach Friday, this time to look at 
what they had learned and how far 
they have yet to go.

For the first time this year, Cannes 
counted the number of female 
directors who submitted to the fes-
tival and those who were admitted. 
The festival said that it received 
1,845 feature film submissions from 
39 countries, 26 percent of them 
directed by women. Its o� icial selec-
tion of 69 films, both features and 
shorts, included 19 films directed by 
women, or 27.5 percent. 

Thierry Frémaux noted that 
there was a higher percentage of 
female directors in the short film 
(42 percent) and Un Certain Regard 
(42 percent) sections of the festi-
val. “This means that in the future, 
all these figures are going to be 
increasing in terms of numbers of 
women filmmakers,” said Frémaux, 
who wore a 50/50 badge on his 
lapel. — REBECCA KEEGAN

EXC
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Behind the Headlines

The Report

Nikolaj Coster-Waldau 
in The Silencing

Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, last seen under a 
heap of rubble with Lena Headey in 

Game of Thrones’ penultimate episode,  
looks troubled in this first look from 

Robin Pront’s thriller The Silencing. Also 
starring Annabelle Wallis and Hero 

Fiennes-Ti� in, the film  — currently in 
production in Canada — is being shopped 

internationally by XYZ Films in Cannes.

Insiders say if you want to land a theatrical release these days, just being good 
is no longer good enough BY SCOTT ROXBOROUGH

‘If You Don’t Have What the 
Market Wants, the Value is Zero’ 

I f you want your fi lm to sell and make it 
into theaters worldwide, good is just no 
longer good enough. 

“You have to be very good, or great, or you’re 
dead,” said Mark Gill, the former Miramax and 
Millennium Films executive, who recently 
launched high-end production outfi t Solstice 
Studios. “In today’s market you need all the 
elements to come together. If you miss out on 
one of them, it’s a problem.”

Speaking to The Hollywood Reporter’s Tatiana 
Siegel at the Winston Baker Film Finance 
Forum in Cannes Friday, Gill said the “boom 
days” of being able to sell a fi lm worldwide 
“because it has a big star and a couple of explo-
sions in it” are over.  

Gill said there is still plenty of money to 
be made on the international independent 
market, “but it’s a binary proposition. If you 
don’t have exactly what [the market] wants, 
the value [of the fi lm] is zero.”

And forget about a new wave of stupid money 
from abroad, he said. “The China fl ood is over, 
and I don’t see a new fl ood at the moment. You 
have to look a lot harder for equity.” Gill said he 
spoke to “612 people to fi nd two investors” for 
his Solstice shingle, which eventually raised 
$400 million to produce, sell and distribute 
high-end features. Solstice’s fi rst project is 
the psychological road rage thriller Unhinged, 
which stars Russell Crowe as a man on the edge 
who gets pushed over when a woman honks at 
him in traffi c. Solstice is selling the project in 
Cannes and is targeting a wide U.S. theatrical 
release late next year. 

Bronwyn Cornelius (Clemency) and Stefan Nowicki 
(Obvious Child) will produce, and Paradigm is handling sales 
for the film in Cannes. A fall production start is being eyed.

Lauren Schacher co-wrote and executive produced the 
upcoming feature dramedy Bailey & Darla, starring Brittany 
Snow and Sam Richardson. She co-created the digital series 
F*ck Yes, for which she wrote, directed, and acted. She is 
repped by Artists First and Stone, Genow. — REBECCA FORDSalazar

Frémaux at 
the Le 
Collectif 
50/50 event 
on Friday.

THR ’s Tatiana 
Siegel (left) with 
Solstice Studios’ 

Mark Gill.
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Before J.P. Valkeapää 
began work on Dogs 
Don’t Wear Pants, a 
love story set in the 

world of BDSM, the Finnish direc-
tor knew next to nothing about 
fl ogging, doms and subs, whips 
and chains. “My connection to 
the scene was very superfi cial. I 
hadn’t even seen Fifty Shades of 
Grey,” he jokes. 

But when a producer brought 
him Juhana Lumme’s original 
script — about a man who is 
mourning his dead wife and, 
through an accidental encoun-
ter with a dominatrix, begins to 
reconnect with his own emotions 
— he was immediately hooked. 

“The images just jumped into 
my mind,” Valkeapää says, “I was 
fascinated by the ideas in the 
story, by the sublimity and the 
perversity of it.”

Valkeapää reworked Lumme’s 

Finnish helmer J.P. Valkeapää consulted a real dominatrix 
for Dogs Don’t Wear Pants, his drama about a man who turns to 

S&M following the death of his wife BY SCOTT ROXBOROUGH

Coping With Grief in 
the World of Bondage

Hidden 
Gem

script, initially drawing on inter-
net research — “and lots of porn” 
— for the details of the BDSM 
scenes. For the fi nal polish, he 
consulted a famed Finnish dom-
inatrix who lives in a mansion 
just outside Helsinki. “I brought 
the actors, and we took part in an 
S&M session —as observers,” he 
recalls. “I was worried we would 
be intruding, but the man — the 
‘slave,’ the client — was a real 
exhibitionist. After the session I 
got a nice thank-you email.”

There’s a lot of sex and a lot of 
bondage in Dogs Don’t Wear Pants. 
The main character, Juha, played 
by Tom of Finland actor Pekka 
Strang, becomes addicted to the 

emotional release 
he feels while being 
strangled by Mona, 
the dominatrix played 
by Krista Kosonen 
(Blade Runner 2049). 

But unlike Fifty Shades of Grey, 
the fi lm is never exploitive. “The 
imagery of BDSM has entered the 
mainstream, and I can see the 
temptation of the visuals,” says 
Valkeapää. “But what interested 
me was the human side of it, 
what’s under the wigs and the cos-
tumes, the leather and the whips.”

What lies beneath, he found, 
was a surprising banality. 
“Beneath the fantasy of the 
master and slave in BDSM, there 
is a real warmth, a real caring,” 
Valkeapää says. When, during one 
of the sessions he was watching, 
a man had a sudden cramp and 
broke down, the dominatrix 
fl ipped from sadist to caregiver. 

“She panicked and you could see 
how the fantasy broke,” he recalls. 
“One moment it was sexual 
fantasy, the next it was the caring 
woman helping this vulnerable 
and fragile man.”

In Dogs Don’t Wear Pants — the 
title is the fi rst command Mona 
gives Juha, her “dog” in their 
bondage game — Valkeapää 
repeatedly shifts between 
extreme sexual fantasy and banal 
reality. “So often in fi lm and TV, 
the most extreme sexual prac-
tices and BDSM are demonized,” 
says Valkeapää. “But I think it 
can also lead to life. And it isn’t a 
big deal. It’s part of what we are 
as humans. We are all curious, 
strange beings. There’s nothing 
abnormal about it.” Valkeapää

Krista Kosonen plays a dominatrix to 
a widower looking to reconnect with people 
in Dogs Don’t Wear Pants. 
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Lina Marrone
Executive vp sales, 
Arclight Films
The Cannes vet is bringing 
a slate of genre titles to 
the market, including the 
Daniel Radcli� e starrer 
Escape From Pretoria and 
Brandon Cronenberg-
directed thriller Possessor.

Most overrated 
restaurant?
It changes every year, but 
the most overrated pizza is 
at La Pizza [Cresci].

Place to avoid during the 
festival?
Anywhere in front of the 
Palais around 6 p.m. if 
you’re not going to the red 
carpet.

Your “only in Cannes” 
moment?
I was asked to leave a 
restaurant because the 
dog at the next table 
didn’t like me and wouldn’t 
stop barking.

One thing you won’t 

travel without, besides 
your phone?
My favorite tweezers for 
the perfect eyebrows — 
got to look good on the 
Croisette!

Most interesting celeb-
rity encounter?
Walking into the same 
clothing shop as 
Jamie Lee Curtis on Rue 
d’Antibes during the last 
days [of the festival] and 
then shopping together — 
she was very chill.

THE SALES 
EXEC

CANNES 
ACCORDING TO ...
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Belgium
Hendrik Verthé
A Team Productions 
p +32 497 464 180
hendrik@ateamproductions.be
www.ateamproductions.be

Croatia
Anita Juka
4Film d.o.o. 
c +385 91 2512803
aj@4film.hr
www.4film.hr

France
Grégoire Debailly
Geko Films
c +33 6 17 71 46 51
gregoire@gekofilms.com

Hungary
Julianna Ugrin
Éclipse Film 
c +36 20 212 86 36
julianna.ugrin@eclipsefilm.hu
www.eclipsefilm.hu

Italy
Nadia Trevisan
Nefertiti Film 
c +39 33 89 42 92 41
nadia@nefertitifilm.it
www.nefertitifilm.it

Latvia
Inese Boka-Grūbe
Mistrus Media 
c +371 29 25 95 80
inese.boka@mistrusmedia.lv
www.mistrusmedia.lv

Germany
Eva Blondiau
Color of May 
c +49 178 31 95 751
blondiau@colorofmay.com
www.colorofmay.com

Ireland
Cormac Fox
Vico Films 
c +353 87 646 0406
cormac@vicofilms.com
www.vicofilms.com

Denmark 
Nina Bisgaard
Meta Film 
c +45 61 30 50 81
nina@metafilm.dk
www.metafilm.dk

Iceland
Lilja Ósk Snorradóttir
Pegasus Pictures 
c +354 892 8000
lilja@pegasus.is
www.pegasus.is

 °efp members participating in producers on the move 
British Council, Croatian Audiovisual Centre, Danish Film Institute, Eye 
International (The Netherlands), Film Center Serbia, Flanders Image (Belgium), 
German Films, Hungarian National Film Fund, ICA (Portugal), ICAA (Spain), 
Icelandic Film Centre, Istituto Luce Cinecittà (Italy), National Film Centre Latvia, 
Norwegian Film Institute, Polish Film Institute, Screen Ireland, Slovenian Film 
Centre, Swedish Film Institute, Swiss Films, Unifrance

EFP (European Film Promotion) is an international network of film 
promotion institutes from 37 countries from throughout Europe, each 
representing their national films and talent abroad. Under the EFP 
flag, these organisations team up to jointly promote the diversity and 
spirit of European cinema and talent at key film festivals and markets, 
in particular outside of Europe.

 °efp producers  
  on the move

 
contact 
producers@efp-online.com

at the cannes  
film festival 2019

presented by °efp  
european film promotion

20 of the most energetic, emerging producers from across Europe 
have been selected to participate in EFP‘s PRODUCERS ON THE MOVE. 
The initiative fosters a high level international network and encourages 
future co-productions via a tailormade programme for its participants.

Slovenia
Rok Biček
Cvinger Film 
c +386 51 358 339
info@cvinger-film.si 
www.cvinger-film.si

Spain
Carles Torras
Zabriskie Films 
c +34 649 59 98 89
carles@zabriskie-films.com
www.zabriskie-films.com

Sweden
Jon Nohrstedt
SF Studios 
c +46 706 43 42 65
jon.nohrstedt@sfstudios.se
www.sfinternational.se

The Netherlands
Joram Willink
BIND 
c +31 6 2464 1225
joram@bindfilm.nl
www.bindfilm.com

Norway
Dyveke Bjøkly-Graver
Oslo Pictures 
c +47 90 75 81 98
dyveke@oslo-pictures.com
www.oslo-pictures.com

Portugal
João Viana
Papaveronoir 
c +351 96 150 78 58
joaoviana@papaveronoir.com
www.papaveronoir.com

Switzerland
Sereina Gabathuler
Dschoint Ventschr Filmproduktion 
c +41 79 447 44 79
sereina@dvfilm.ch
www.dvfilm.ch

United Kingdom
Emily Morgan
Quiddity Films 
c +44 7895 199 566
emily@quiddityfilms.com
www.quiddityfilms.com

Serbia
Mila Turajlić
Dribbling Pictures 
c +381 63 30 2345
mila@dribblingpictures.com
www.dribblingpictures.com

Poland
Małgorzata Staroń
Staron-Film 
c +48 505 934 943
mstaron@staronfilm.pl
www.staronfilm.pl

°efp is additionally supported bysupported by www.efp- 
online.com
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Director

Q&A

A fter presenting three cel-
ebrated films in Cannes’ 
Un Certain Regard section 

— her 2001 debut, Lovely Rita, its 
follow-up Hotel in 2004 and, her 
last feature, Amour Fou in 2014 
— Austrian filmmaker Jessica 
Hausner has finally graduated 
to festival competition with her 
English-language debut, Little 
Joe. The science fiction-esque 
drama stars Emily Beecham as a 
scientist who genetically engi-
neers a plant — nicknamed Little 
Joe after her teenage son — that 
can alter emotions to make its 
owner happy. But as the flower 
grows and Alice and the people 
around her appear to change for 
the worse, they fear Little Joe 
might not be as harmless as they 
once thought. Ben Whishaw and 

This is your first English- 
language film. How did you find 
the experience? 
Very enjoyable. I like how short 
and precise English can be. There 
are things that, if you said them 
in German, they would sound 
banal, and you’d have to say them 
in a more ponderous way to con-
vey nuance. English is more direct 
and, I have to say, is ideal for 
cinema that plays with genre, like 
this one does. I find English clear 
and pithy without being banal. 
It’s like with pop music. You could 
translate the lyrics of The Beatles 
into German but they would  
be just banal, cheesy love songs. 

You are one of just four female 
directors in competition at 
Cannes this year. What do you 
think of the debate around female 
representation in the film industry?  
I think it’s a positive step that  
we are talking about it. It’s taken 
far too long. I remember when I 
was 16, I thought it was so unjust 
that so many men were famous  
or acclaimed artists and that 
there were so few women.  
Back then, I thought it would 
change. But for a long time it 
didn’t. The public discussion 
now taking place, which is in 
part driven by #MeToo, is a good 
one. As a female filmmaker,  it’s 
incredibly important to see it is 
possible to make it, that there 
are people like you at the top of 
your industry. It can give you the 
self-confidence to follow this 
path, even when it gets hard.

Interview edited for length and 
clarity.

Jessica Hausner
The Austrian helmer on her ‘female Frankenstein story’ Little 
Joe, making her first film in English and why it’s taken too long 
to talk about gender parity in the film industry By Scott Roxbrough

Because I feel the current discus-
sion, about science, about genetic 
engineering, is very ambiva-
lent — scientific innovation is 
both good and bad. And it was 
precisely this ambivalence that 
interested me.

How did you build this ambivalence 
into the film? 
It was there from the start. When 
I wrote the script with Géraldine 
Bajard (Lourdes, Amour Fou), 
we were concerned with seeing 
which scenes could be left open to 
different interpretations. There’s 
the scientific interpretation — 
that this new plant is changing 
people’s behavior. Or there’s the 
psychological interpretation:  
Maybe these people are paranoid 
and their fears are altering their 
subjective perception of reality. 
It’s difficult to determine who’s 
right. That made the directing 
interesting. Normally, in a movie, 
you give the viewer the answer. 
At least subconsciously. Forty 
minutes into every body-snatcher 
film and you know which guys are 
right and which are crazy. That’s 
not the case here. This film keeps 
up its ambivalence, its uncer-
tainty, until the end. 

Did you do much research into 
the science behind genetic 
engineering? 
We did a lot of research. With 
plant scientists and geneticists, 
but also with neurologists. We 
wanted to find out if the idea at 
the core of the movie — that a 
plant could infect people and alter 
their psychological state — would 
be scientifically plausible. 

You even spoke to famed U.S. 
neuroscientist James Fallon. What 
did he say about the idea? 
I asked him if it would be possible 
that a substance, that you inhaled 
through your nose, could change 
your behavior. And if so, how 
exactly would it happen. He spoke 
about how certain substances 
could be transported via the nose 
to a certain brain region and affix 
themselves to it — and so could 
influence behavior. 

Lindsay Duncan co-star. Hausner 
spoke to The Hollywood Reporter 
ahead of Cannes about the thin 
line between science and religion, 
gender parity in the competition 
lineup and the real science behind 
her modern-day fairy tale. 

Excuse the pun, but how did the 
idea for Little Joe germinate? 
The idea was to do a female 
Frankenstein story. A female 
scientist, who loves her work, 
who creates something that then 
takes on a life of its own. But 
with a different ending, a more 
ironic, forgiving end, where the 
monster and its creator don’t 
have to destroy each other. 

↑ “I always use characters who are  
almost archtypes, like characters in  
a fairy tale,” says Jessica Hausner. 

BY  T H E 
N U M BE R S

3
Previous appearances  

at Cannes 

5
Times Hausner has  

worked with her sister, 
costume designer  

Tanja Hausner 

13
International honors  
for religious drama  

Lourdes in 2009
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On the Croisette

About Town

Filmmakers are taking advantage of the spotlight to send a message

Making a Statement on the Step-and-Repeat

At the May 16 screening 
of Sorry We Missed You, 

Colombian director Franco 
Lolli (center) and stars 
from his Critics Week 

entry Litigante protested 
the assassination of 

Colombian documentarian 
Mauricio Lezama. Right: 

The night before, For Sama 
co-directors Edward Watts 

(left), Waad Al-Kateab 
and her husband, Hamza 

Al-Kateab, condemned the 
Assad regime’s attacks on 
Syrian hospitals at the Les 

Misérables premiere.

in Givenchy Haute Couture
Julianne Moore

At the Rocketman premiere, the actress 
— who co-starred with Taron Egerton in 

Kingsman: The Golden Circle and got a kiss 
from him before the screening — stunned in 
a sequin gown and coral cape from the fall 
2018 collection paired with Chopard jewelry. 

Gone are the days of dancing and drinking till sunrise at Cannes, as 
festivalgoers opt for ‘something more meaningful’ out of their parties 

By Rhonda Richford and Scott Roxborough

‘Classy, Tasteful Fun Is In’

P aramount Pictures’ Rocketman party 
Thursday night was a blast from Cannes’ 
past. Featuring endless booze and eats, 

a packed dance fl oor and a live performance by 
Elton John and Rocketman star Taron Edgerton, 
it was the kind of soiree that used to be de 
rigueur in Cannes. Industry veterans can 
remember the era of nightly bacchanalia that 
was once inseparable from the fest.

“Back in the ’90s, every night would be a 
party on a boat till 3 a.m., or a bus up into 
the hills for a crazy party in some villa that 
went on till daylight,” recalls Phil Hunt, 
managing director of British fi nancing group 
Head Gear Films. “But now there’s less 
money in the business, 9/11 raised security, 
and the new mayor” — who introduced 2 a.m. 
shutdowns for Cannes beach events — “is a 
party pooper.”

Rocketman aside, the party scene in Cannes 
has changed. Instead of free-fl owing cham-
pagne and discos on the beach, a typical 
2019 event is more likely to feature sustain-
able organic food and beverages — see the 
La Journée pop-up on the roof of the 3.14 

Hotel, which hosted a tasteful cocktail party 
for The Dead Don’t Die actor (and Instagram 
star) Luka Sabbat and a launch dinner for new 
production shingle Totem. “I think people 
are looking for something else, something 
more meaningful,” said La Journée co-founder 
Sandra Rudich. “We are trying to start a con-
versation and make an impact, with issues like 
ecology and women’s empowerment.” 

Those who still want to boogie can do so, 
just at smaller and hipper fetes. Paris’ Le 
Perchoir and the Cartel Agency have again 
joined forces for Nomade atop the Five Seas 
Hotel, which includes a secret suite that hosts 
late-night piano karaoke. Ken Loach, Claude 
Lelouche and Bong Joon Ho are hosting their 
parties there in a space so cozy, it has a canine 
mascot named Endive.

“You can still have a great party in 
Cannes, you just have to get someone else — 
a sponsor, a private members club — to pay 
for it,” says Gabrielle Stewart of HanWay. “But 
what people want is more intimate, cooler 
affairs. Being ostentatious is out. Classy, 
tasteful fun is in.” 

Julianne Moore

DRESS
D U J O U R

Above: In 2017, director John Cameron 
Mitchell sang at HanWay Films’ 

How to Talk to Girls at Parties party. 
Right: Sara Driver (left) and Jim Jarmusch 

feted director-producer Léa Rinaldi and 
her film Sillages at Nomade on May 16.

Cannes19_D5_Town1_H.indd   14 5/17/19   7:41 PM
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On the Croisette

About Town

LUKA SABBAT SPENDS ONLY 18 MINUTES A DAY ON INSTAGRAM

J ust passin thru …” read Luka 
Sabbat’s vintage T-shirt, 
the one he paired with a 

chic Celine suit when he sat down 
with The Hollywood Reporter to 
discuss his debut film role in Jim 
Jarmusch’s zombie allegory The 
Dead Don’t Die. It was true, too: 
Including this pit stop on the 3.14 
Hotel’s rooftop at the Bodvár House 
of Rosés and La Journée pop-up, 
the 21-year-old spent less than two 
days on the French Riviera before 
he jetted o�  to Japan for a mystery 
project. Dead may help further 
the acting career of the Grown-ish 

Luka Sabbat, whose father is 
a fashion designer and mother is a chef, 

grew up in New York and Paris. 

↓ Actresses Debbie Honeywood (left) and Katie Proctor 
joined director Ken Loach and screenwriter Paul Laverty 
(right) at the May 16 premiere of Sorry We Missed You.

↑ Shailene Woodley attended the Rocketman 
premiere in Dior Haute Couture.

→ From left: Rocketman’s 
Bryce Dallas Howard, 

producer David Furnish and 
Kit Connor on the carpet.

↑ Elle Fanning in 
Valentino Haute Couture 
at the Les Misérables 
premiere on May 15.

Palais des Festivals
On (and Off) the Red Carpet

↑ Elton John (left) and Rocketman star Taron Egerton, who plays John in the musical biopic, 
performed “Rocketman” together at the party on Carlton Beach following the film’s May 16 gala screening.

star, who is best known as a social 
media influencer (with an impressive  
1.8 million followers on Instagram) 
and fashion “It” boy.

Instagram is always mentioned 
around you because of your plat-
form. Do you have a strategy?
No, I just post whenever I feel like 
it or whenever I get paid. Funny 
enough, I don’t use it that much. I 
have a private Instagram I use. My 
real Instagram I barely use. I have this 
thing that tells me “let me see how 
much time I spend on the ’gram.” My 
average a day is, yeah, 18 minutes. 

PART
Y 

SHOT

That’s not much at all.
That’s all you need. It’s funny 
because as serious and as 
big as Instagram is, it’s not my life. 
Like, I’m in Cannes right now, 
why the hell would I be on 
Instagram? It’s just so much other 
shit to do and things to look at. 

How do you feel about seeing your-
self onscreen?
Weird. I really try not to watch 
anything I’m in. I don’t like the sound 
of my voice — it’s kind of cringewor-
thy. … When I hear my voice I’m like, 
“Godly. Fuck this guy.” 

Cannes19_D5_Town2_F.indd   16 5/17/19   1:54 PM
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Photographed by Fang Yifei

A t the 2018 Cannes Film Festival, Cai 
Gongming, CEO of Chinese distributor 
Road Pictures, pulled off a remarkable 

film buyer’s hat trick. He secured the exclu-
sive Chinese theatrical rights to Japanese 
auteur Hirokazu Kore-eda’s Palme D’Or 
winner Shoplifters, Nadine Labaki’s Jury Prize 
winner Capernaum and Paweł Pawlikowski’s 
acclaimed black-and-white romance Cold War, 
all of which would go on to be nominated for 
the foreign-language film Oscar. Cai bought 
the rights to all three titles before they had 
won a single award.

Perhaps even more impressive, given the reg-
ulatory difficulties of China and the developing 
state of the country’s indie cinema market, 
Road Pictures has since marketed and released 
both of the Cannes winners to enormous 
success. Shoplifters opened in China last July, 
earning $14.1 million (compared to $3.3 million 
in North America), while Capernaum debuted 
on April 29 and has soared to $43 million (more 
than $1.6 million in North America). A China 
release for Cold War is planned for the spring. 

Cai spent the first 20 years of his career in 
the auto industry, rising to the role of vice 
president at Mercedes-Benz, where he over-
saw the German automaker’s entire sales and 
marketing operation in China, the company’s 
largest market worldwide. A passion for art 
and culture, stemming from his German liter-
ature studies at China’s Beijing University, 
has always been core to his identity, and 
now guides his work at Road Pictures, which 
he co-founded in 2012. THR sat down with 
Cai on the sidelines of the recent Beijing 
International Film Festival to discuss his 
approach to picking art house winners, how 
the Chinese industry’s “Cold Winter” is 
impacting Cannes and why he wants Road 
Pictures to become the A24 of the East. 

Chinese buyers have been a growing force in 
Cannes over the past few years, but 2019 could 
be different, given recent regulatory crackdowns 
in China and less capital in the Beijing industry. 
What’s your read on the market? 
Generally, many Chinese companies have 
financial problems now, so there are going 
to be fewer Chinese participants in Cannes. I 
think it’s both good and bad though, because 

this passion for films in a way that other chief 
executives of many Chinese companies don’t. 
I’ll read a lot of scripts myself. I’ll do crazy 
things like fly to Paris for one day and screen 
five movies and fly back the same night.
 
How have you gone about marketing these  
art house films in China?
Well, the timing in the market is pretty good 
now. The demand of the audience is there. 
There’s a base of sophisticated filmgoers who 
want to see something meaningful. So you 
have to target that base and then think about 
how can you extend beyond it. For Shoplifters, 
we assembled a strong group of partners — 
Huawei and Alibaba for online marketing; 
Shanghai Film Group for theatrical sup-
port — which normally distributors do for 
big-budget films in China, but not this kind  
of art house movie. Then we pushed hard  
to get the film released close to the Palme D’or 
win — we released just three months after 

Cannes, which is very rare. 
Kore-eda has a fan base  
in China, so we worked with 
that and did a premiere  
event with him at the 
Shanghai International Film 
Festival in July that became 
the hottest ticket at the 
festival. On social media, 
someone posted that they 
were willing to trade  
a Shanghai apartment for a 
ticket to the premiere.  

Interview edited for length and 
clarity.

Cai Gongming
The Road Pictures CEO reveals  
why fewer active Chinese buyers in 
Cannes may be a good thing and  
how he’s aiming to make his company 
‘the A24 of China’ By Patrick Brzeski

there is going to be more rationality in the 
market — not just a bunch of Chinese money 
flying around buying up everything, even if 
they don’t know how to actually release the 
movie in China. The companies buying this 
year will be the more experienced guys who 
can actually get a release date and hopefully 
market your film well in China. You want 
a partner who can offer you some realistic 
hopes for backend, not [just] fast, minimum 
guarantee thinking.
 
How do you assess which projects will work 
theatrically in China? 
The first criterium is that it should be a film 
that might win major awards — in Cannes, 
Venice or an Academy Award. These honors 
help a lot for marketing in China. Second, 
we are interested in very director-driven, 
high-quality, meaningful projects. We want 
to be something like the A24 of China. But the 
film also must have real market potential in 
China — not everything can work. We have 
to be very selective. It has to be a story with 
some relevance for the Chinese audience. For 
example, films about social 
problems with relatable 
human stories. Strong emo-
tions are important. 
 
How involved are you person-
ally in the selection process? 
I make the final decision, but 
I have a great team that I trust 
throughout the evaluation 
process. With art house films, 
you have to be careful not to 
rely on one opinion too much 
— even your own. You have to 
be passionate about the film, 
though. I think maybe I have 

“With Shoplifters, we saw the movie and immediately knew it  
was a masterpiece — but it also had the qualities that can work 
for China,” says Cai, photographed in his Beijing office on May 7.

R É SU M É

CURRENT TITLE 
CEO of Road Pictures 

PREVIOUS JOB 
General sales director of 
FAW-Volkswagen Audi 
and vp marketing and 

sales of Mercedes-Benz 
China 

BIG HITS 
2018 Palme D’Or winner 

Shoplifters and Jury 
Prize winner Capernaum
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‘Come With 
a Vision,  

Leave With  
a Film’

Through ambitious new initiatives — including a  
likely tax rebate — India is putting itself on the 

international shooting locations map By Nyay Bhushan

Illustration by Ali Mac

S P O T L I G H T :  I N D I A
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S P O T L I G H T :  I N D I A
Rajasthan
It’s no surprise that 
a majority of foreign 
productions have filmed 
in Rajasthan, India’s cele-
brated tourism hub known 
for its historic palaces, 
lakes and desert land-
scapes. Recent projects 
include John Madden’s 
The Best Exotic Marigold 
Hotel and its sequel, while 
a scene for Batman: The 
Dark Knight was filmed at 
the majestic Mehrangarh 
Fort in Jodhpur, a desert 
region in northwest 
Rajasthan. Says Madden: 
“We made the films very 
close to the ground, and I 
just shot whatever’s there 
[instead of building sets]. 
I’d say that the two films 
brought India to a lot of 
people’s attention in a new 
way.” Similarly, French fea-
ture Les Cowboys, which 
premiered at Cannes in 
2015 and revolved around 
a family’s search for their 
missing daughter, was 
filmed in the western state 
of Udaipur. The project’s 
line production was 
handled by Mumbai-based 
La Fabrique Films, which 
also has handled the India 
shoots for various French 
productions. “India has a 
very colorful and exotic 
image with elephants and 
palaces, and Rajasthan 
matches that image,” notes 
La Fabrique co-founder 
Déborah Benattar.

Mumbai
As the main production 
hub for Bollywood,  
Mumbai is a natural stop 
for any visiting filmmaker. 
In addition to the city’s  
hustle and bustle seen in 
such films as Oscar best 
picture winner Slumdog 
Millionaire, Mumbai also 
has Film City, offering 
about 40 outdoor shooting 
locations covering more 
than 520 acres (about a 
square mile). The facility 
also has shooting stages 
and VFX and postpro-
duction studios such as 
those run by industry 
giant Prime Focus. One 
of the most high-profile 
international projects that 
filmed in the metropolis 
was last year’s Dev Patel-
starrer Hotel Mumbai. The 
film’s India line producer 
Pravesh Sahni, co-founder 
of leading line produc-
tion company India Take 
One, played a key role in 
ensuring that most of the 
film, which is based on 

the 2008 terror attack on 
the iconic Taj Hotel, was 
shot at the actual location. 
Sahni, whose company also 
handled line production for 
Slumdog, says that as the 
entertainment hub of India, 
Mumbai “brings together 
the best of talent, access to 
the latest equipment and 
technology and the ease of 
filming across the city.”

Goa
Famous for its beaches, 
ranging from popular 
stretches at Baga and 
Palolem to those in 
laid-back fishing villages 
such as Agonda, Goa 
is India’s top holiday 
destination. The state has 
also attracted major local 
productions such as 2001’s 
Bollywood hit Dil Chahta 
Hai, while the most high- 
profile Hollywood project 
that shot there was 2004’s 
The Bourne Supremacy. 
The Matt Damon starrer 
filmed its opening chase 
sequence at various 
locations, culminating 
with Jason Bourne’s car 
plunging into the Nerul 
River. Goa also hosts the 
International Film Festival 
of India, which celebrates 
its 50th anniversary in 
November.

Delhi
India’s capital city is 
famous for its architec-
tural heritage, reflecting 
its Mughal history and its 
British colonial legacy. In 
addition to being a top 
destination for Bollywood 
producers, the region 
is probably best known 
for hosting Richard 
Attenborough’s 1982 
Oscar best picture winner 
Gandhi. Other films that 
have tapped the diverse 
locations in and around 
the city include Mira Nair’s 
Monsoon Wedding and the 
Julia Roberts starrer Eat, 
Pray, Love. 

Chandigarh
Located near the foothills 
of the Sivalik range of 
the Himalayas, the city 
of Chandigarh features 
lush greenery and wide 
boulevards and is a 
popular filming location 
for regional Punjabi-
language films and music 
videos. One of the most 
high-profile Hollywood 
projects to shoot there was 
Kathryn Bigelow’s 2012 
drama Zero Dark Thirty, 
which included one major 
sequence that re-cre-
ated a Pakistani market 
in the city’s Manimajra 
area. Given the conflicts 
and political tensions 
between the two countries, 
“creating Pakistan in India 
is not easy and no joking 
matter,” says the film’s line 
producer, Tabrez Noorani, 
co-founder of India Take 
One. A few days into 
shooting, the production 
received a number of 
threats, including a local 
union’s attempt to shut it 
down, but Noorani stresses 
that foreign shoots can 
count on local support 
when it comes to security. 
“[The Chandigarh Police] 
were fantastic,” he says. 
“They refused to be bullied 
and stood by us. Security 
was doubled and hotels 
were changed for certain 
crewmembers, and when-
ever Kathryn and key cast 
traveled, we had police 
escorts for them.”

Kolkata
Once the capital of India 
during British colonial 
rule, Kolkata also is home 
to the thriving Bengali 
film industry. Some of 
the high-profile interna-
tional projects that have 
filmed there include the 
2016 drama Lion and the 
upcoming French feature 
Fahim, starring Gerard 
Dépardieu. For Lion, 
line producer Pravesh 
Sahni of India Take One 

remembers that during 
a location scout, direc-
tor Garth Davis saw the 
city’s landmark Howrah 
Bridge “and was adamant 
to block the bridge for a 
scene,” something that 
had never happened in 
the structure’s 76-year 
history, as it’s located next 
to East India’s biggest 
railway station, which runs 
around the clock. Lion 
co-producer Iain Canning 
recalls that India Take One 
“was able to pull off this 
miracle, which was to give 
us four hours on one of the 
main bridges in one of the 
biggest cities in India to be 
able to play out our scene.”

Kerala
The picturesque state of 
Kerala is reputed for its 
beaches, wildlife sanctu-
aries, scenic hamlets and, 
most of all, its breathtaking 
backwaters, a chain of 
lagoons and lakes lying 
parallel to the Arabian 
Sea coastline. The capital 
Thiruvananthapuram 
(formerly Trivandrum) and 
the city of Kochi serve 
as the nerve center of 
the regional Malayalam-
language film industry, 
which is also known for  
its long-standing art  
house sector. Popular 
locations include the tea 
estates of Munnar,  
where parts of Ang Lee’s 
Life of Pi were filmed.

Pondicherry
This former French 
colonial settlement on the 
western coastline is known 
for its beaches, back-
waters, lakes, tree-lined 
streets and quaint villas. 
“It’s like shooting in a dif-
ferent country altogether,” 
says Tabrez Noorani, local 
line producer on Life of Pi, 
which made use of multiple 
locations in the city. The 
immense scale of the 
production, which included 
hundreds of crewmembers, 
presented challenges for 
a relatively small place like 
Pondicherry, but Noorani 
says that since the film 
was such a source of local 
pride, residents were 
happy to accommodate 
the shoot. “The people 
embraced us all,” says 
Noorani. “Everyone bent 
over backward, including 
the local government, and 
this made the shooting 
procedure much easier and 
a lot of fun.”

L o c a l  F a c i l i t a t o r s
 La Fabrique Films
+91 99304 03095 

deborah@ 
lafabriquefilms.net

India Take One 
+91 120 4754709

info@ 
indiatakeone.com

Bombay Berlin  
Film Productions 
+91 983300 6900

info@ 
bombayberlin.com

Film Facilitation 
Office

+91 11243 67338

ffo@ 
nfdcindia.com

I
t’s been more than four 
decades since Steven 
Spielberg landed in India 
to shoot sequences for 
Close Encounters of the 
Third Kind — he report-
edly based the iconic 
design of the mother 
ship on an oil refinery he 
would see every day on his 

way to the set. But in the ensuing years, 
the country has struggled to establish 
itself as an international shooting 
destination. While there has been an 
uptick recently, with the likes of Life of 
Pi, The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel and 
Hotel Mumbai shooting in the country, 
by and large India is not in the same 
league with well-established location 
sectors in Eastern Europe or Latin 
America. With a raft of fresh initia-
tives, however, India’s government is 
looking to change that. 

The first step was cutting red tape. 
To that end, authorities in 2016 estab-
lished the Film Facilitation Office with 
the aim “to streamline approvals for 
both foreign and local productions with 
a single window clearance system,” 
according to FFO head Vikramjit Roy. 

Soon after, the FFO became a 
member of the Association of Film 
Commissioners International, whose 
members include more than 300 
commissions from 40 countries. 
That enables FFO to tap into AFCI’s 
professional development program 
to educate staff and participate in its 
flagship global event, Cineposium.  
“We have had interactions with leading 
global studios and producers to  
assess what is it that they require us to 
do to make India more film-friendly,” 
says Roy. Responding to these 
demands, India in 2015 launched the  
F visa, or film visa, specifically meant 
for foreign cast and crew. 

While India has yet to announce tax 
rebates and other incentives for foreign 
productions filming in the country — a 
policy reportedly is in the final stages 
— Roy’s current goal is to make the 
world aware of the versatility of Indian 
locales. “Every genre has a location in 
India, whether it’s adventure, romance, 
period epic, thriller, musical or action,” 
he says. “You can come with a vision 
and leave with a film.” Here’s a look at 
eight Indian locations that offer a range 
of options for international shoots. 
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Fletcher then dives into fantasy as the 
adult Elton follows his childhood self, Reggie 
(Matthew Illesley), back in time to Middlesex 
in the 1950s, where a full-scale production 
number explodes to “The Bitch Is Back.” A 
miscast Bryce Dallas Howard plays Reggie’s 
self-absorbed mother, Sheila, as an arch 
caricature. The only warmth the boy receives 
is from his Nan (Gemma Jones), who accompa-
nies him to the Royal Academy of Music when 
a piano teacher recognizes his talent.

The evolution from childhood to early adult-
hood, when Egerton steps in, is invigoratingly 
handled. It starts as a local pub performance 
and morphs into another big dance num-
ber, “Saturday Night’s Alright for Fighting,” 
depicting those years as a crazy carnival.

Reggie gets a taste of American soul when 
he’s hired to play backup for a touring act, and 
also gets his first gay kiss, courtesy of a black 
singer. Soon after his fortuitous meeting with 
Taupin and his adoption of a new name, Elton 
is outed, and Bernie’s acceptance makes that 
exposure more of a liberation than a trauma. 

One of the movie’s most enjoyable chapters 
is the singer’s 1970 American debut at the 
Troubadour in L.A., where the 23-year-old 
Elton overcomes stage fright to lift the crowd 
quite literally off their feet with “Crocodile 
Rock.” That night, Elton meets John Reid 
(Richard Madden), a dashing and self-serving 
music manager who becomes his lover but 
insists that they keep their relationship under 
wraps for fear of killing Elton’s career.

Hall and Fletcher treat Elton’s success 
almost as a fantasy that’s separate from his 
personal life, which means Rocketman lacks 
many of the traditional trappings of a rise-to-
fame story — for better or for worse. Visually, 
it’s quite a feast, but on a dramatic level, it 
often feels remote. Some plot points are so 
perfunctorily touched upon they might as 
well have been dropped, like his marriage to 
German recording engineer Renate Blauel 
(Celinde Schoenmaker), woven around “Don’t 
Let the Sun Go Down on Me.”

Musically, the movie sticks to the hits. It’s a 
blast to hear so many indelible songs, even if it 
would have been nice to have a few more sung 
at length. And Hall’s screenplay spends too 
little time on the actual making of the music. 

As a fantasia on the making of Elton John, 
Rocketman at the very least commits whole-
heartedly to its flashy eccentricity, and for 
many, that will be more than fun enough. 

The screenplay is by Lee Hall, who wrote 
Billy Elliot, about another Brit lad escaping an 
unhappy home life through performance, in 
that case dance. And Jamie Bell, who played 
that character, provides lovely support here 
as John’s songwriting partner Bernie Taupin, 
whose friendship is depicted as the star’s most 
sustaining relationship in those years.

But the driving force of the film is Egerton 
in a fully committed performance that ranges 
from exuberant showmanship through maud-
lin seediness and private misery, then back 
up again. The fact that Egerton does his own 
singing with such confidence adds a whole 
other layer to the characterization.

The movie begins with a gorgeous slow 
instrumental version of the title song, as Elton 
bursts through a doorway haloed in celestial 
light and decked out in sequins and feathers 
as a red-winged devil. He takes his seat among 
a therapy group at a rehab facility, where he 
proceeds to list his addictions, from drugs to 
sex to shopping, also dropping in issues with 
bulimia and anger management.

Rocketman
Taron Egerton delivers a fiercely committed turn as Elton John in Dexter 
Fletcher’s sumptuous but dramatically sketchy bio-musical By David Rooney

Out of Competition
CAST Taron Egerton, Jamie Bell, Richard Madden,  
Gemma Jones, Bryce Dallas Howard, Stephen Graham, 
Steven Mackintosh, Tate Donovan, Charlie Rowe
DIRECTOR Dexter Fletcher
121 minutes

From left: Taron Egerton as Elton John, Bryce Dallas Howard as his 
mother and Richard Madden as John Reid, his manager and lover.

The title Rocketman is appropriate in that this 
portrait of Elton John — charting the parallel 
tracks of his rise to superstardom and descent 
into an abyss of loneliness and addiction — 
has a spectacular launch. It’s mid-flight when 
shortcomings start to kick in, with stylized 
musical fantasy sequences that are enter-
taining but too seldom allow for the kind of 
dramatic connective tissue that would invite 
emotional involvement with the protagonist. 
It’s largely to the credit of star Taron Egerton 
that the movie remains airborne.

There’s symmetry in the fact that director 
Dexter Fletcher, who stepped in to rescue 
Bohemian Rhapsody after Bryan Singer’s 
behavior risked derailing it, is at the helm of 
Rocketman, unleashing a more impressionis-
tic vision of rock ’n’ roll myth-making.
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lazy screenwriters. The chickens 
come home to roost for Alice 
when young Joe turns up with a 
similarly pliable apparent girl-
friend and announces he wants 
to move to the country to live 
with his dad.

The rest is wannabe thriller 
stuff with past-their-expira-
tion-date plot triggers and a cool 
visual and cutting style that is 
antithetical to the manufacture 
of any suspense. This, combined 
with a cast that never convinces 
as brainy scientific types, ren-
ders the film null and void in the 
excitement department. There’s 
just nothing going on here to 
engage your interest, nor is there 
a single moment to even slightly 
increase your pulse rate.

Through it all, Beecham does 
manage to retain her poise and 
dignity, even if her role lacks 
either depth or interesting edges. 
The further you go down through 
the cast, the less any of them 
convince as dedicated or smart 
scientists; they’re just actors who 
have put on robes. 

At the office, Alice is on the 
receiving end of clumsy roman-
tic overtures from Chris (Ben 
Whishaw), while older worker 
Bella (Kerry Fox) reserves all her 
emotional attention for her dog, 
who’s always around the compa-
ny’s sleek offices — until it’s not. 
A handful of other employees turn 
up as well, but it does seem like a 
small and not that scientific group 
to be working on such a poten-
tially game-changing project.

The staff is fully aware that 
a strong whiff of the flower’s 
spores can change you and makes 
your cares disappear, so precau-
tions are duly taken. But they’re 
not enough and, lo and behold, 
some of Alice’s colleagues, and 
then her son, become infected 
with the happiness pollen and 
turn into zombies — reasonable 
and pleasant versions of such 
as these things go, but zombies 
nonetheless.

We’re made aware of Alice’s 
reservations and fears due 
to her regular visits with her 
psychiatrist (Lindsay Duncan, 
sitting comfortably in her chair 
the whole time) — the easiest 
dramatic crutch in the book for 

The initial sight of an immac-
ulately cared for “mood-lifting 
happy plant” being grown under 
impeccable high-tech greenhouse 
conditions might seem beguil-
ing to some, but to filmgoers of 
some experience, it might merely 
suggest a better manicured but 
less fun reverse twist on Little 
Shop of Horrors. Rushing to grow 
the bright red flowers in time 
for some horticulture fair, the 
handful of biologists/technicians 
imagine that they have a real 
game-changer with this “plant 
that promotes happiness.”

Lead plant breeder Alice (Emily 
Beecham), whose hair is nearly 
as flaming red as the flower she’s 
helped to develop, is so enthused 
with her innovative work that 
she breaks the rules and slips one 
plant home to show her teenage 
son, Joe (Kit Connor); the weed is 
duly named Little Joe.

Little Joe
Jessica Hausner’s lazy, uninvolving competition entry  
is about a plant grower who creates a flower that can 
make people happy By Todd McCarthy

Competition
CAST Emily Beecham, Ben Whishaw,  
Kerry Fox, Kit Connor, David Wilmot, 
Phénix Brossard, Sebastian Hulk,  
Lindsay Duncan
DIRECTOR Jessica Hausner
105 minutes

Emily Beecham plays a scientist  
who engineers a flower that, if consumed,  
can make one’s cares disappear.

A lifeless, tone-deaf variation 
on Invasion of the Body Snatchers, 
Little Joe rots on its own vine. 
Intended as some sort of caution-
ary tale about the risks of genetic 
engineering, Austrian director 
Jessica Hausner’s first English-
language outing is loaded with 
dull expository dialogue, dozens 
of identical lateral tracking shots, 
unconvincing casting and even a 
convenient shrink character who 
serves only as a faucet for the lead 
character’s concerns. 

The utter lack of any suspense 
or excitement suggests a short 
commercial life span for this 
flavorless Europudding.
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During an inspired scene set during 
Thanksgiving dinner and another during a 
Christmas party, the camera continuously 
roves inside and outside the suburban home 
of Kyle’s parents (Talia Balsam, George 
Wendt), tracking their son’s anxiety-ridden 
foibles and Michael’s drunken antics as the 
family sadly looks on. The style is ambitious 
yet doesn’t get in the way of the storytelling.

The jokes in The Climb are not as much 
laugh-out-loud funny as observantly  
deadpan, though the filmmakers try a few 
broader stabs at humor, some of which land 
well while others feel heavy-handed. Not 
every scene is perfect, but overall the movie 
finds its momentum over time — with time 
itself a major part of the scenario as we  
watch the friends grow older, grow apart and 
inevitably regress.

The theme of time passing, and a style 
marked by constant camera movement, feel, 
oddly enough, like homages to French philos-
opher and movie enthusiast Gilles Deleuze’s 
classic studies The Movement-Image and 
The Time-Image. Perhaps that’s not entirely 
a coincidence: Covino cites cineastes like 
Claude Sautet, Bertrand Tavernier and the 
lesser-known Pierre Étaix in the press notes 
(a clip from Étaix’s Le Grand Amour appears in 
one sequence), which put The Climb in a dif-
ferent category than your average joke-laden 
indie affair. It all makes for a unique case, 
especially nowadays, of someone mixing com-
edy with cinema to nail the punchline. 

made it over a particularly challenging slope, 
Michael informs Kyle that he and Ava have 
been sleeping together. (This is all captured 
in one impressive single take.)

That bombshell, followed by a string of 
others throughout the half-dozen sequences 
that make up the storyline, will initially 
drive the dudes, who have known each other 
since they were children, apart. But the next 
sequence, where we learn Ava has suddenly 
died and left Kyle a distraught widower, will 
bring them back together again, if only tem-
porarily, before they meet once again in the 
next sequence — and so on and so forth.

The script dishes out key info in each 
vignette, the scenes separated by narrative 
ellipses. As time moves on, Michael and Kyle 
wind up switching places, with the former 
putting on weight and turning into a major 
alcoholic and the latter finally getting his life 
together by marrying his high school friend, 
Marissa (Gayle Rankin, GLOW).

But that stasis will also be temporary as 
life again takes over and both men revert 
to what they’ve always been. What sets The 
Climb apart from many new U.S. comedies is 
Covino’s attempt to make something, espe-
cially in our TV-obsessed times, that feels 
like an actual movie. Working with talented 
DP Zach Kuperstein (The Eyes of My Mother), 
the director poses each scene as a specific 
cinematic challenge, using sequence shots, 
extended takes, shifts in focus and plenty of 
Steadicam to keep the action as fluid as possi-
ble, allowing the actors to work though their 
dialogue without interruption.

The Climb
Michael Angelo Covino and Kyle 
Marvin adapt their 2018 Sundance-
selected short into a clever comic 
bromance backed by ambitious, 
artful filmmaking By Jordan Mintzer

Un Certain Regard
CAST Kyle Marvin, Michael Angelo Covino, Gayle Rankin, 
Talia Balsam, George Wendt, Judith Godreche
DIRECTOR Michael Angelo Covino
95 minutes

Kyle Marvin (center) and Michael Angelo Covino (right) play 
longtime friends, and Gayle Rankin the woman the former weds. 

The rare contemporary American comedy 
that’s as much about the form as the function, 
Michael Angelo Covino’s The Climb follows 
two bickering buddies working out their 
issues through a series of vignettes, each one 
set in a different time and place.

While some of the set pieces work better 
than others, the film manages to cleverly 
channel its message, reminding us that no 
matter how much we try to change, we woe-
fully remain the same. A premiere in Cannes’ 
Un Certain Regard should give this feature 
debut, which Covino and co-writer and co-star 
Kyle Marvin adapted from their 2018 short, a 
boost both in the U.S. and internationally.

When we first meet them, athletic 
go-getter Michael (Covino) and wheezing 
milquetoast Kyle (Marvin) are on a cycling 
excursion in the South of France before the 
latter gets hitched to his French girlfriend, 
Ava (Judith Godreche). But just when they’ve 
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a lack of public financing for creative content was 
always the norm, Tallinn Black Nights has sought 
out innovative solutions and fresh ideas to serve 
better the local and global filmmaking and industry 
community. For the festival the key question has 
always been how to help filmmakers and creatives 
to realize their ideas as well as discover new busi-
ness models and opportunities for financing. A key 
force in this way of thinking has been the inter-
nationally acclaimed Estonian digital and startup 
ecosystem which has produced several unicorn tier 
global startups as well as is renowned for its vibrant 
ecosystem for innovation and talent. As a result 
of this mindset the festival helped to co-create 
Storytek in 2017.

Storytek is a one-of-a-kind business accelerator 
and creative innovation hub, bringing together 
extensive audiovisual sector knowledge, technology 
and funding with a selection of tech entrepreneurs 
and content creators. Its purpose is to help cre-
atives and startups develop their businesses and 
fast-track their content, products and services to 
the global markets.

Over the past 18 years Storytek has boosted 24 
projects and startups from Uk, Germany, Italy, 
Croatia, France, Switzerland, Canada and Estonia, 
as well as sparked innovation for its clients in the 
telco, broadcast and publishing sector. Storytek 
has also been intrinsic in curating innovation events 
for the Black Nights as well as the Estonian and 
European policy makers.

One of Storytek’s success stories is Estonian 
startup Zelos, which was inspired by the needs 
of the festival to better manage its 300+ member 
volunteer team. Zelos offers “gamified” on-site 
management software for large temporary teams 
and event volunteers (festivals, sports events, 
etc.). This helps to distribute tasks to people 
scattered around the location site and successfully 
delegate marketing and content-sharing to large 
groups. Zelos was selected as one of Berlinale’s EFM 
startups, has raised its first round of investment 
and is currently scaling to other festivals interna-
tionally. ■

C U S T O M  P U B L I C A T I O N

festivals around the world, including Sundance; 
prize-winning Cronofobia, from the First Feature 
category, won at three other festivals (including the 
much-sought- after Max Ophüls Prize); and Yung, 
a pulsating trip through Berlin’s underground club 
scene, which was praised by critics and acquired 
by German distribution and interna- tional sales 
company Wild Bunch.
ARABIAN CINEMA FOCUS
Each year, PÖFF selects a region to focus on and, 
with the support of organizations in the respective 
countries, screens a specially curated program 
dedicated to their culture.

This year, the spotlight falls on Arabic cinema, with 
the festival screening films from Egypt, Morocco, 
Algeria, Tunisia, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan, Iraq, 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and UAE. It will be curated by 
Intishal al Timimi, programmer at PÖFF and director 
of the El Gouna Film Festival.

Films from Argentina and Ireland will also be 
focused on in a similar but smaller-scale fashion.
ENGAGING WITH MINORITIES
In order to address the social inclusion of Estonia’s 
Russian ethnic minority, PÖFF will be launching a 
new film festival in Ida-Viru County. KINOFF will 
offer local audiences a specifically curated film pro-
gram running for two weeks in parallel to the Tallinn 
Black Nights Film Festival. 
SPARKING TECH INNOVATION
Born in the context of post-Soviet Estonia, where 

THE FESTIVAL OF THE NORTH —  
BLACK NIGHTS FILM FESTIVAL
Tallinn Black Nights Film Festival, also known as 
PÖFF, is one of the biggest film festivals in Northern 
Europe and the only FIAPF-accredited competitive 
event in the region. 2018 was another big year for 
the festival:

• Over 80,000 in attendance.
• 858 screenings, including 268 features, 

animated films and shorts from more than 
80 countries, and 53 international and world 
premieres.

• More than 1,000 film professionals and jour-
nalists from around the world.

• Press coverage in 78 countries resulting in a 
potential audience of 1.5 billion.

For 2019, the festival continues its four compe-
tition programs - the Official Selection; the First 
Feature Competition; the Baltic Competition, show-
casing films made in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania; 
and Rebels With a Cause, dedicated to films that 
experiment with form or test the boundaries of cin-
ematic expression - the numerous noncompetitive 
sections and the two subfestivals - the short and 
animation film festival PÖFF Shorts and the youth 
and children’s film festival Just Film.
2018 SUCCESS STORIES
Last year, the vast programme covered five con-
tinents and sparked a number of success stories 
for films that premiered at PÖFF. To name a few, 
the Rebels With a Cause entry Taking the Horse 
to Eat Jalebis, which went on to numerous film 

European Union
European Regional
Development Fund

Producer Diana Mikita, of the Tallinn-based 
production house Nafta, shares some of the rea-
sons that make Tallinn such a fantastic shooting 
location. Diana recently produced the award- 
winning The Secret Society of Souptown, which is 
now streaming on Netflix in 30 regions.

Tallinn is broken up into a number of very 
distinctive areas, allowing you to move from the 

UNESCO-protected medieval Old Town to spectac-
ular Soviet-era districts to modern neighborhoods 
to untouched nature (bogs, forests, islands) — all 
within a 30-minute drive, allowing you to shoot 
several completely different locations in a day.

• It’s one of the most cost-efficient shoot-
ing locations in Europe.

• The airport is just a 15-minute car ride 
from the city center.

• Estonia’s advanced digital administration 
results in a low level of bureaucracy; its 
quick permit system allows you to close 
major streets and locations with short 
notice.

• Drones are allowed over the city.
• During the summertime, there are around 

18 daylight hours for shooting (magic 
hour can last four to five hours). ■

WHY SHOOT YOUR NEXT PROJECT IN TALLINN?
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then finally being screened at the Black Nights 
Film Festival itself.

A perfect example of this rewarding journey 
can be witnessed with Russian film Suleiman 
Mountain. The project first participated in Tallinn 
at the B’EST EAVE producers’ workshop in 2014, 
proceeded to the co-production market in 2015, 
which was followed by a presentation at the 
International Works In Progress in 2017, and then, 
last year, it was screened at Black Nights. The film 
won the East of the West Grand Prix at Karlovy 
Vary and also competed at Toronto and Palm 
Springs.

Another success story is the historic epic The 
Eternal Road. This Finnish-Swedish-Estonian 
co-production began its path at the co-produc-
tion market in 2014, was presented as a work in 
progress in Tallinn in 2016, and lands in the Official 
Selection of Black Nights this year. The film has 
also become a box office hit in Finland, winning 
six Jussi Awards (the “Finnish Oscars”), including 
best picture and director.

The Baltic Event Co-Production Market selects 
projects from the Baltic and Nordic countries as 
well as Central and Eastern Europe, but it also 
accepts submissions from other territories if the 
project has potential for a natural co-production 
with the region. The I@T & BE team is delighted 
to see a number of projects screen at Cannes this 
year: Evge (Ukraine), which first screened in 2017 
in Tallinn, is premiering in Un Certain Regard, 
and the Baltic Event Works in Progress 2018 
winner Dogs Don’t Wear Pants (Finland/Latvia) 

include the scriptwriting contest Script Pool, which 
extends its program by adding TV drama scripts 
to the existing film competition, and Music Meets 
Film, which has recently become an interdisciplin-
ary event, welcoming producers, directors, sound 
designers and writers. 

THE BASIS OF EVOLUTION — CONSISTENCY
The core initiatives of I@T & BE  are the 

Co-Production Market and the two “works in 
progress” showcases — the Baltic Event (with 
a regional focus) and the International (with an 
unlimited geographical reach). All three have 
seen considerable successes on the international 
film circuit for works recently presented at the 
festival. Some of the films have even come full 
circle in Tallinn, beginning their journey in the 
project stage at the co-production market, being 
presented at the works-in-progress showcase and 

Industry@Tallinn & Baltic Event combines the 
business-platform branch of the Black Nights Film 
Festival with the biggest co-production market in 
Northern Europe. Constantly widening its global 
reach, always addressing the most acute issues 
and with over 800 guests attending (among them 
550 accredited industry professionals) it has grown 
into one of the largest media industry events in the 
region. As a result, Tallinn has regularly part-
nered with the European Commission, which has 
entrusted it to organize the European Film Forum 
conference that will see another edition / new 
edition in 2019.

The I@T & BE program features numerous 
elements this year, including the Creative Gate 
initiative, which helps Estonian screenwriters, 
actors, composers and other creatives enter the 
international market while also nurturing the 
region’s future storytellers, as well as training 
for sessions with agents; Black Nights Stars, a 
promotional platform for up-and-coming actors 
from both the Black Nights Film Festival and local 
talent; the Baltic Preview sales forum for short 
form content; script competition Script Pool and 
the script and pitch workshop POWR Baltic Stories 
Exchange.
RESPONDING TO TRENDS IN THE TV MARKET
Although relatively new at both Black Nights and 
I@T & BE, television drama continues to make 
headway both events. TV Beats and its industry 
counterpart, TV Beats Forum, showcase the small 
screen and will include discussion panels, keynote 
interviews, presentations and workshops as part 
of their expanding programs.

And the sections that were formerly devoted to 
film now also welcome television entries. These 

BRICK BY BRICK: BUILDING 
TALLINN’S CREATIVE HUB 

and Kirill Mikhanovsky’s Give Me Liberty, which 
was presented at the 2017 International Works In 
Progress, each find a place in Directors’ Fortnight 
this year.

Industry@Tallinn & Baltic Event is proud to 
attract some of the world’s leading names in 
sales and distribution (companies including SF 
Films, Films Boutique, Film Republic, Bankside 
Films and Arri Media International), broadcasters 
(StudioCanal, Finland’s YLE) and programmers 
and artistic heads from festivals such as Berlinale, 
Cannes, Tribeca and Toronto, to name but a few. ■

European Film Forum Tallinn 2018 panel
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important than in some other types of filmmaking. 
But you may be surprised to learn that you don’t 
need to rent Versailles for your film (it’s been done, 
anyway), or even shell out extra cash for overly 
expensive mansions and castles. 

There’s a smart alternative that won’t break the 
bank: Estonia.

Film Estonia’s cash rebate is an incentive that 
supports the production of feature films, and 
more. Apply for international production service or 
co-production status to receive a cash rebate of up 
to 30 percent on eligible production costs. 

Sound nice? Well, it is. And it’s about to get even 
better as we explore the country’s wide range of 
locations. 
RUSTIC NATURE 

Estonia is full of locales that are both rich in 
history and virtually untouched. From rustic saunas 
to broad swaths of forests, you will find a certain 
natural atmosphere that is unmatched elsewhere 
in Europe. The country also has a relatively sparse 
population, which means that it should be easy 
to find filming locations without having to pay too 
many people to get out of the way.
AUTHENTIC ARCHITECTURE 

Estonian manors attract film crews from around 

international full-length features, documentaries, 
shorts, animated films and TV series. It also serves 
to support Estonian production companies that 
provide services for international film projects. 

Its main goal is to boost entrepreneurial 
creativity in the region, bring investments to 
Tartu, encourage the production of professional 

audiovisual projects, and promote international 
co-production. The Tartu Regional Film Fund’s 
annual budget is €150,000 (around $170,000).

Filmmakers and producers can claim a cash 
rebate up to 20 percent of any eligible expenditure* 
incurred in Tartu or Tartu County. The eligibility for 
funding of film projects will be assessed by a com-
mittee comprising producers, representatives of 
Tartu city government, the Tartu Centre for Creative 
Industries and the Estonian Film Institute.

the world for good reason. Estonia is home to so 
many manors that an entire internet portal has 
been built around these architectural wonders, 
enabling anyone to take a cyber look at these stun-
ning buildings. 

A Finnish feature called Maria’s Paradise, for 
instance, was filmed in Olustvere Manor, one of 
the best-preserved manor complexes in Estonia. 
Another Finnish period feature, Helene, uses Esna 
and Palmse manors as locations. 
GRITTY CITY SCENES

Should you find the need for a dreary Soviet-era 
micro-district with its sinister, 16-story cookie-cut-
ter 1970s structures for a science fiction film or spy 
thriller, check out Lasnamäe, a district in Tallinn, 
the capital city of Estonia, marked by its gloomy 
mass housing and mazelike streets. Or you could 
visit the city of Sillamäe, a brightly colored display 
of near-pristine Stalinist neoclassical architecture. 

The story doesn’t end there, of course. Neither 
do creative opportunities, especially when 
supported by a hefty and well-oiled cash-rebate 
system. 

You could shoot your period flick anywhere in 
the world, or you could bring your production to 
Estonia. So why wouldn’t you give it a go? ■

WHY ESTONIA IS THE IDEAL LOCATION 
FOR YOUR NEXT PERIOD FILM

TARTU FILM FUND

A great historical period movie takes us back 
in time, immersing us in a glimpse of what life 
could have been like “back in the day.” Like little 
time capsules, they don’t really age, but captivate 
curious audiences for years or decades after they 
are made. 

Over and over, we create period films — some-
times even using similar plots and characters — yet 
they continue to fascinate us.

Many pieces must fall into place to create a 
great period film, and setting is perhaps more 

A picturesque Estonian town with two univer-
sities, Tartu is the intellectual center of Estonia 
and a hotspot for innovative technology startups, 
giving it the nickname “Estonian Silicon Valley.”
The Tartu Regional Film Fund was established in 
2014 by the Tartu Centre for Creative Industries 
to promote the shooting and postproduction of 

For more info, visit www.tartufilmfund.ee or email info@tartufilmfund.ee

By Mihkel Raud

continued on page 7
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might want to consider for filming locations.
Situated on the eastern border between Estonia 

and Russia, the region offers a diverse range of 
locales, ranging from its untouched bogs and 
forests to industrial areas including spectacular 
artificial oil shale mountains, some of which have 
been transformed into green adventure parks. 
You’ll also find blissful countryside, 18th and 19th 
century manor houses, medieval castles, Russian 
czar-era coastal villas, Soviet architecture, lime-
stone plateaus and spectacular waterfalls. Perfect 
for whatever production you’re planning.

Here are some recent projects that found inter-
national success produced with the support of the 
Viru Film Fund: 
  THE ETERNAL ROAD 
(2017)

Set in 1930s Stalinist-
era Finland and the 
Soviet Union, this lavish 
historical drama tells 
the story of a Finnish 
man who returns 
from America, trying 
to escape the Great 
Depression. It pre-
miered at the Tallinn 
Black Nights Film 
Festival and was subsequently nominated in 13 
categories at the 2018 Jussi Awards (the “Finnish 
Oscars”). It went on to win six of them, including 
best film.
MOTHER (2016)

Drawing favorable comparisons with the Coen 
brothers’ Fargo, this dark and funny mystery thriller 
tells the story of a mother and her comatose son, 
who is the only person who can solve the crime 
that landed him there. From Kadri Kõusaar (who 
directed the first Estonian film to screen at Cannes 
as part of its Un Certain Regard section), Mother 

was selected as the Estonian entry for the best 
foreign-language film category of the 89th Academy 
Awards.
THE MANSLAYER/THE VIRGIN/THE SHADOW 
(2017)

Described by The Hollywood Reporter as “visu-
ally stunning,” this dazzling drama is a triptych 
of stories about womanhood which spans three 
centuries. The Estonian film, from director Sulev 
Keedus, premiered at the Black Nights Official 
Selection, where it won awards for best music and 
cinematography, and went on to the International 
Film Festival of India 2018, where it was nominated 
for best film.

1944 (2015)
Another title to be selected as Estonia’s entry 

for best foreign-language film at the Oscars is this 
hugely successful World War II flick. The Estonia-
Finland co-production had a fantastic journey on 
the film festival circuit, picking up nominations at 
Palm Springs, Tallinn, the Cleveland International 
Film Festival and the Cairo International Film 
Festival. Not only did 1944 set a new opening 
weekend record for an Estonian film, but it is one 
of the biggest box office successes in the country’s 
history. ■

VIRU FILM FUND - THE FUND WITH A TWIST

Estonia’s first regional film fund was established 
in 2013 and has grown in size and reach ever since, 
offering production companies substantial financial 
benefits and swaths of untouched locations.
The Viru Film Fund supports features, documenta-
ries, series, short films and music videos produced 
in Ida-Viru County with a 40 percent rebate of eligi-
ble local production costs available. It currently has 
a funding pool of €200,000 (around $220,000).

Smaller projects will soon be able to benefit 
from a postproduction studio that will open in the 
region’s capital city, Narva, run by the creative busi-
ness incubator and multimedia hub OBJEKT.
DIVERSITY BEYOND IMAGINATION

Aside from these financial benefits, Ida-Viru 
County itself is a place that production companies 

For more info, visit:  vff.ee / contact: piia.tamm@ivek.ee

(*Eligible expenditure includes, for example, the 
salaries of the local cast and crew as well as goods 
and services purchased in the Tartu area — hotel 
bookings and other accommodations, transport 
costs, equipment rental, catering services, etc.)

Kristiina Reidolv, a member of the board of Tartu 
Centre for Creative Industries, says, “In the forth-
coming years TCCI will prioritize the development 
of the audiovisual sector in the Tartu region and fur-
ther growth of the Tartu Film Fund by encouraging 
investments into both infrastructure and support 
services in order to be more accessible to both 
local and international filmmakers, as well as make 
Estonian film visible worldwide.”

Here are some of the films produced in recent 
years under the current scheme:
THE SECRET SOCIETY OF SOUPTOWN (2015)

This Nafta films co-production with Solar Films 
(Finland) has been screened at more than 50 festivals 
worldwide, winning eight awards in the process, and is 
currently streaming on Netflix in 30 regions. Producer 
Diana Mikita commented: “During our almost 50 
shooting days in Tartu we were constantly surprised by 
its photogenicity, variety of locations and film-friendly 
atmosphere.  Tartu Film Fund was a professional 
and open-minded partner to work with, and we truly 

enjoyed our cooperation. We are hoping to return with 
another exciting project soon.”
WHEN YOU LEAST EXPECT IT (2016)

Produced by Kopli Kinokompanii (Estonia), this 
romantic comedy tells the story of a middle-aged 
single woman who one morning discovers a 
stranger in her bed without any recollections of the 
previous day.
THE WIND SCULPTED LAND (2018)

A co-production with WildKino (Estonia) and 
Marco Polo AG (Germany), the film is part of a 
program celebrating the 100th anniversary of the 
Republic of Estonia. Directed by Joosep Matjus, The 
Wind Sculpted Land is a magical journey through 
Estonia’s unique and scenic nature.
The Secret Life of Johannes Pääsuke (2019)
Another title from production company Kopli 
Kinokompanii, this biopic of Johannes Pääsuke, 
often referred to as Estonia’s first filmmaker, is 
directed by the award-winning Hardi Volmer. ■
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have fashioned an entire film out 
of such material, but instead he 
chose to focus more on the teen 
movie plot in the second half, 
which plays like a cross between 
The Craft and the director’s own 
Nocturama, including the use 
of trap music (by French rap 
artists Damso and Kalash) as a 
soundrack to the girl’s subversive 
behavior. The voodoo arc does tie 
the two plotlines together toward 
the end, but in a way that feels 
forced and fairly ridiculous, as if 
Bonello were just trying to make  
a regular horror flick after all.

Given the promise of the pitch, 
it’s too bad Zombi Child never 
provides the genuine scares of a 
genre movie nor fully explores 
the Haitian mythology at its core, 
floating somewhere between 
the two — the same way that 
Clairvius floats between the living 
and the dead. On the other hand, 
Bonello’s exquisite use of craft, 
including poetic day-for-night 
photography by Yves Cape (Holy 
Motors) and a strong electro-rock 
score, is definitely a plus, creating 
an ambiance that bewitchingly 
accompanies the action. But it’s 
not quite enough to compensate 
for a story (or stories) that may 
have some viewers zombifying 
before the film is over. 

(Wislanda Louimat), who hails 
from Haiti and moved to France 
after the 2010 earthquake killed 
her parents.

Cutting systematically back 
and forth between the two nar-
rative arcs, Bonello, who wrote 
the script and also composed the 
music, shows how what happened 
to Clairvius back in the 1960s 
will gradually find its way to 
present-day France, with Melissa 
revealing signs of zombieness 
herself. (We learn at one point 
that she is actually Clairvius’ 
granddaughter and that her aunt, 
played by Katiana Milfort, is a 
voodoo mambo, or sorceress.)

The sequences in Haiti, which 
follow Clairvius after he manages 
to regain control of his body, 
escape from the chain gang and 
head back to his native town, 
are filled with moments of dark, 
contemplative beauty, focusing 
on the strange catatonic state 
that zombies — or whatever you 
want to call them — find them-
selves in. Bonello also mixes in a 
few details about Haitian history, 
drawing interesting parallels 
between the supernatural phe-
nomenon and the country’s long 
and troubled past: Isn’t being a 
slave, after all, not unlike being 
the living-dead prisoner of a 
colonial power?

It’s possible that Bonello could 

it’s also rather refreshing to see 
a brand-new take on a subject 
that’s been worked to death else-
where. A few art house pickups 
should follow the film’s premiere 
on the Croisette, though it’s 
unlikely that many outfits spe-
cializing in genre fare will, um, 
take a bite.

In the compelling opening 
scenes, set in Haiti in 1962, we 
follow what looks like the real-
istic transformation of a man 
— named Clairvius (Mackenson 
Bijou) and based on a person 
who really existed — into a liv-
ing-dead spectre when someone 
slips him a voodoo potion. Dug up 
after his funeral, Clairvius joins  
a chain gang of zombies who work 
the sugarcane fields at night, 
existing in a state of semi-con-
sciousness slavery.

At the same time, we follow the 
parallel story of Fanny (Louise 
Labeque), a rebellious teenage 
girl who attends one of France’s 
Legion of Honor boarding 
schools, which are dedicated to 
the children and grandchildren 
of those who have received the 
prestigious national award. Along 
with classmates Salome (Adilé 
David), Romy (Ninon François) 
and Adele (Mathilde Riu), Fanny 
presides over a secret sorority 
about to recruit its newest mem-
ber: the recent transplant Melissa 

Zombi 
Child
French director Bertrand 
Bonello (Saint Laurent) 
tries his hand at horror in 
a fresh if tangled film 
involving Haitian voodoo 
and French boarding 
school students  
By Jordan Mintzer

Directors’ Fortnight
CAST Louise Labeque, Wislanda Louimat, 
Adilé David, Ninon François, Mathilde Riu, 
Bijou Mackenson, Katiana Milfort
DIRECTOR Bertrand Bonello
103 minutes

A secret sorority of French teens welcomes its 
newest member (Wislanda Louimat, right).

Applying his meticulous aesthetic 
and enigmatic narration to a 
genre typically marked by lots of 
blood, guts and brain-munching 
mayhem, French auteur Bertrand 
Bonello (Saint Laurent) takes 
a stab — or is that a chainsaw 
or a shotgun? — at the zombie 
movie for his eighth feature, 
which debuted at the Directors’ 
Fortnight in Cannes.

Entitled Zombi Child, with the 
Z-word spelled in its original 
Creole, the film brings us back 
to the roots of a major contem-
porary pop culture phenomenon 
that actually has its origins in 
Haiti, where alleged cases of 
voodoo-induced zombiedom were 
documented during the last cen-
tury. If that were the whole story, 
Bonello may have wound up with 
an intriguing, rather beautifully 
realized study of a “real-life” 
zombie who wakes from his spell 
and tries to sadly shuffle his way 
back home. Instead, he decided to 
combine that plot with another 
one entirely, involving teen girls 
— one of whom may be a zom-
bie — living in a state-sponsored 
boarding school outside Paris.

The result feels like two movies 
in one, neither of them fully 
satisfying in the end. Still, there 
are some graceful moments 
scattered throughout, especially 
in the Haitian sequences, while 
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on air, softens Sylvia’s temper for a while. 
However, it’s not long until the stresses she’s 
under strain that relationship, too.

In short, the point of the title becomes 
pretty obvious. Nevertheless, Lolli has a sure 
touch with his cast, and the many arguments 
that structure the screenplay (credited to 
him, Marie Amachoukeli and Virginie Legeay) 
are sufficiently modulated and adroitly 
performed so that watching the film for 95 
minutes doesn’t feel like being trapped on the 
set of a daytime TV grudge-match show-
down, à la The Jerry Springer Show. Indeed, 
the dialogue always has the credible tang of 
domestic resentments long simmered over 
the fire of a family hearth, with each side 
presenting persuasive views, or at least ones 
credible in terms of character.

While individual scenes and sequences 
are often punchy and pleasingly assembled, 
as a totality the film is less satisfying, with 
an ending that feels especially blah and flat 
after a much-expected climax. Elsewhere, 
the subtlety that’s earned the movie credit 
throughout gets chipped away with some 
sappy touches in the closing argument. 

Still, that tinge of sentimentality doesn’t 
negate the fact that the film often nails the 
fractiousness, fear and pain of caring for a 
dying loved one, driven home by immaculate 
performances from Sanín, Gómez and Sarria 
as two generations of women with more in 
common than they might like to admit. 

childcare help from her gay best friend and 
character-of-convenience-rather-than-re-
al-dimension Sergio (David Roa), as well  
as her sister Maria-Jose (Alejandra Sarria) 
and mother, Leticia (Leticia Gómez). But  
the fast-metastasizing return of Leticia’s 
cancer, a disease she beat back temporarily 
a few years ago at great cost, means the jug-
gling act for Silvia and her family will  
be even harder. On top of that, she’s been 
swept up in a simmering corruption charge 
at the municipal department where she 
works as the deputy legal officer.

Sylvia gets a merciless grilling on the 
scandal when she appears on a national 
radio show hosted by hirsute journalist Abel 
(Vladimir Duran), but she defends herself elo-
quently, insisting that accusations may have 
been levied but no one’s been indicted yet. It 
soon becomes obvious that Silvia’s had a lot 
of debate practice, having grown up sparring, 
bickering and sometimes trading insults with 
tart-tongued, beady-eyed Leticia, an attorney 
herself back in the day. When Leticia gets too 
weary from illness to argue, having chosen 
at first to eschew all but palliative treatment, 
Silvia snarls at her sister, who serves her back 
in kind. Even little Antonio is a scrapper, 
given that Silvia is hauled in by the school for 
one of those judgmental meetings with teach-
ers who complain about her son’s aggression 
toward a peer. 

At least a new romance with Abel, whom 
she runs into again at a party where he’s more 
charming than he was the last time they met 

Litigante
A Colombian woman struggles with 
urgent domestic and professional 
crises in this uneven but engaging 
second feature from writer-director 
Franco Lolli By Leslie Felperin

Critics Week
DIRECTOR Franco Lolli
CAST Carolina Sanín, Leticia Gómez, Antonio Martínez, 
Vladimir Durán, Alejandra Sarria. David Roa
95 minutes

Carolina Sanín plays a stressed-out Bogota lawyer juggling 
family, work and romance.

Coping with a mother dying of cancer, a 
son she’s raising without a partner and a 
scandal at work leaves public-sector lawyer 
Silvia (an immensely watchable Carolina 
Sanín) a woman on the verge of despair, 
if not exactly a nervous breakdown, in the 
drama Litigante. The opening film for Cannes’ 
Critics Week — where writer-director Franco 
Lolli showed his first feature, Gente de Bien, 
in 2014 — Litigante is, like its predecessor, 
a Colombian-French co-production. But 
despite the Bogota setting and Spanish 
dialogue, it feels more like another contem-
porary French realist study with its handheld 
cinematography, argumentative script and 
naturalisticism. As such, it’s an engaging if 
hardly groundbreaking work.

Somewhere in her thirties or maybe early 
forties, Silvia lives with her 5-year-old 
son, Antonio (Antonio Martínez), but has 
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boy with a taste for music and 
sound recording, was trans-
formed by trauma into a marginal 
young adult with a dead-end job. 
When he encounters the thought-
ful Gabrielle — during a cleverly 
staged meet-and-greet where they 
communicate via her building’s 
intercom  — there’s suddenly a 
glimmer of light in his otherwise 
hopeless existence.

At once creepy and melancholic, 
I Lost My Body employs its unlikely 
horror scenario (Clapin doesn’t 
shy away from the gore, especially 
in the opening scenes) to channel 
something deeper and darker, 
going beyond the mere sensational 
to arrive at the personal. 

The film is as much about a 
hand mourning the loss of its 
body as it is about Naoufel coming 
to terms with the losses he has 
experienced in his short, sad life. 
If he can somehow piece things 
back together, he may finally 
become whole again.

when he falls head-over-heels 
for the elusive librarian Gabrielle 
(Victoire Du Bois) during a 
botched delivery, he decides to 
pursue her, landing a job at the 
carpentry workshop of her uncle 
(Patrick d’Assumçao), and, per-
haps for the first time, taking his 
life into his own hands.

Or hand, actually, because the 
entire story is told through the 
point of view of Naoufel’s dismem-
bered limb as it slowly but surely 
crawls back to its master. Along 
the way, it encounters a number 
of obstacles that become veritable 
action-movie set pieces in minia-
ture, from a fierce pigeon attack to 
a face-off with a rat in the metro. 

Those scenes, composed of 
realistic 2D drawings, are intercut 
with impressionistic flashbacks 
— fingers sifting sand on a beach 
or playing piano; blood oozing 
out of a thumb — where the hand 
remembers the key events leading 
up to its current predicament.

Clapin uses those moments 
of sense memory to reveal how 
Naoufel, who was once a carefree 

highly original and rather touch-
ing account of loss, both physical 
and emotional, this is the kind 
of mature animation flick that 
could find traction beyond the 
fest circuit.  

Adapted by Clapin and Amélie 
screenwriter Guillaume Laurant 
from the latter’s 2006 novel, Happy 
Hand, the script portrays the trou-
bled existence of Naoufel (voiced 
by Hakim Faris), a kid who spent a 
happy childhood in North Africa 
until his parents were killed in a 
car accident and he was sent to live 
with an evil uncle in Paris.

Timid and still traumatized 
by the incident that left him an 
orphan, Naoufel scrapes by as 
a lowly pizza delivery boy with 
no real plans for the future. But 

I Lost My Body
French director and animator Jérémy Clapin’s debut 
feature is a creepy but heartfelt cartoon about a 
severed hand trying to reunite with the boy it belongs to 
By Jordan Mintzer

Critics’ Week
CAST Hakim Faris, Victoire Du Bois, 
Patrick d’Assumçao
DIRECTOR Jérémy Clapin
81 minutes

A hand makes its way back to its master, a 
North African boy sent to live with his uncle in 
Paris after his parents are killed in an accident.

If The Beast With Five Fingers were 
updated into an eerie yet heartfelt 
coming-of-age cartoon, the result 
would be something like I Lost My 
Body (J’ai Perdu mon Corps), which 
marks a promising debut for 
French writer-director-animator 
Jérémy Clapin.

Premiering in competition in 
Cannes’ Critics Week, the film 
follows a young man who gets his 
hand sliced off at the start of the 
story. It — the hand, that is — 
then spends the rest of the film 
trying to reconnect with its body 
while making sense of its life. A 
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8:30
I Lost My Body  
(110 mins.), Miramar , 
Charades
Pain and Glory  
(112 mins.), Salle du 
60eme , Filmnation 
Entertainment LLC
Port Authority  
(94 mins.), Debussy , 
MK2 Films

8:45
Give Me Liberty  
(110 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Wild Bunch

9:00
Little Joe  (105 mins.), 

Lumière , Coproduction 
O� ice (Paris)

9:30
And Then We Danced  
(106 mins.), Riviera 2 , 
Totem Films
Solo  (85 mins.), Palais 
J , Slingshot Films

11:00
Joan of Arc  
(133 mins.), Debussy , 
Luxbox
Little Joe  (105 mins.), 
Salle du 60eme , 
Coproduction O� ice 
(Paris)

11:15
Vivarium  (100 mins.), 
Miramar , XYZ Films

11:30
Abou Leila  (135 mins.), 
Olympia 3 , Films 

Boutique
As Happy as Possible  
(92 mins.), Lerins 2 , UDI 
- Urban Distribution 
International
Oleg  (108 mins.), 
Arcades 1 , Best Friend 
Forever
The Unknown Saint  
(100 mins.), Olympia 6 , 
The Match Factory

12:00
Alice and the Mayor  
(110 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , BAC Films
Pain and Glory  
(112 mins.), 
Lumière , Filmnation 
Entertainment LLC
The Swallows of 
Kabul  (80 mins.), 
Palais K , Celluloid 
Dreams

13:30
Blindspot  (104 mins.), 
Lerins 2 , Doc & Film 

International
Miracle in Milan  
(100 mins.), Bunuel , 
Cannes Classics

14:00
Alice and the Mayor  
(110 mins.), Palais E , 
BAC Films
Joan of Arc  
(133 mins.), Debussy , 
Luxbox
Little Joe  (105 mins.), 
Salle du 60eme , 
Coproduction O� ice 
(Paris)
Mickey and the Bear  
(88 mins.), Palais C , 
Acid
Papicha  (105 mins.), 
Bazin , Jour2fete Sales

14:15
Programme 
Compétition Courts 
Métrages 1  
(105 mins.), Miramar , 
Semaine de la Critique

15:00
The Orphanage  
(90 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Luxbox

15:30
Les Misérables  
(102 mins.), Arcades 1 , 
Wild Bunch
Song Without a Name  
(97 mins.), Palais D , 
Luxbox
Zombi Child  
(103 mins.), Arcades 3 , 
Playtime

16:00
I Lost My Body  
(110 mins.), Olympia 2 , 
Charades

16:30
The Wild Goose Lake  
(108 mins.), Lumière , 
Memento Films 
International (MFI)

16:45
Que Sea Ley  
(82 mins.), 
Salle du 60eme , 
Wild Bunch

17:00
Liberté  (132 mins.), 
Debussy , Films 
Boutique

17:15
Vivarium  
(100 mins.), Miramar , 
XYZ Films

17:30
All About Yves  
(107 mins.), Arcades 3 , 
Le Pacte

17:45
Alice and the Mayor  
(110 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , BAC Films

Today
(May 18)

Screening GuideFESTI
VAL

Screening GuideFESTI
VAL

Screening GuideScreening GuideTITLESScreening GuideFESTI
VAL

TITLES

Luxbox’s 
Joan of Arc
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18:00
A Brother’s Love  
(116 mins.),  
Olympia 4 , Seville 
International

18:30
Nazarin  (94 mins.), 
Bunuel , Cannes 
Classics

19:30
The Best Years of 
a Life  (90 mins.), 
Lumière , Other Angle 
Pictures
The Climb   
(96 mins.), Bazin , 
Memento Films 
International (MFI)

19:45
Port Authority  
(94 mins.), Debussy , 
MK2 Films

20:00
Family Romance 
LLC  (89 mins.), Salle 
du 60eme , Film 
Constellation
Little Joe  (105 mins.), 
Olympia 1 , 
Coproduction Office 
(Paris)
Mickey and the Bear  
(88 mins.), Arcades 1 , 
Acid
Programme 
Compétition Courts 
Métrages 1  (105 mins.), 
Miramar , Semaine de la 
Critique

20:30
A White, White Day  
(109 mins.), Palais K , 
New Europe Film Sales
Forman vs. Forman  
(77 mins.), Bunuel , 
Cannes Classics
Give Me Liberty  
(110 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Wild Bunch

22:00
Loves of a Blonde  
(81 mins.), Bunuel , 
Cannes Classics
Pain and Glory  
(112 mins.), Olympia 
1 , Filmnation 
Entertainment LLC
The Whistlers  
(97 mins.), Lumière , 
MK2 Films
Too Old to Die 
Young - North of 
Hollywood, West of 
Hell  (138 mins.), Salle 
du 60eme , Amazon 
Studios (USA)

22:30
Vivarium   
(100 mins.), Miramar , 
XYZ Films
Zombi Child  
(103 mins.),  
Arcades 1 , Playtime

Sunday
(May 19)

8:30
On a Magical Night  
(90 mins.), Debussy , 
Charades
The Whistlers  
(97 mins.), Lumière , 
MK2 Films
The Wild Goose  
Lake  (108 mins.),  
Salle du 60eme , 
Memento Films 
International (MFI)
Vivarium  (100 mins.), 
Miramar , XYZ Films
You Deserve a Lover  
(102 mins.), Bunuel , 
Wild Bunch

8:45
The Lighthouse  
(110 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , A24 Films

9:00
Summer of Changsha  
(120 mins.), Olympia 7 , 
Indie Sales
The Invisible  
Life of Eurídice 
Gusmão  (135 mins.), 
Arcades 3 ,  
The Match Factory

9:30
Beanpole   
(120 mins.), Olympia 8 , 
Wild Bunch
Joan of Arc  
(133 mins.), Palais C , 
Luxbox
The Cordillera of 
Dreams  (84 mins.), 
Riviera 2 , Pyramide 
International
To Live to Sing  
(100 mins.), Olympia 3 , 
Films Boutique

10:00
Alice and the Mayor  
(110 mins.), Palais G , 
BAC Films
The Wild Goose Lake  
(108 mins.), Arcades 
2 , Memento Films 
International (MFI)

10:30
Liberté  (132 mins.), 
Debussy ,  
Films Boutique

11:00
The Best Years of 
a Life  (90 mins.), 
Lumière , Other Angle 
Pictures

11:30
Burning Ghost  
(104 mins.), Lerins 2 , 
Les Films du Losange
Dogs Don’t Wear 
Pants  (105 mins.), 
Olympia 6 , The Yellow 
Affair
Land of Ashes  
(82 mins.), Miramar , 
Totem Films
Oleg  (108 mins.), Palais 
H , Best Friend Forever
The Orphanage  
(90 mins.), Arcades 1 , 
Luxbox

12:00
Atlantics  (105 mins.), 
Olympia 5 , MK2 Films
The Climb  (96 mins.), 

Arcades 2 ,  
Memento Films 
International (MFI)

13:15
The Wild Goose  
Lake  (108 mins.), 
Lumière , Memento 
Films International 
(MFI)

13:30
Bull  (105 mins.),  
Palais J , Film 
Constellation
Kongo  (70 mins.), 
Lerins 2 , Pyramide 
International
Sorry We Missed  
You  (102 mins.), 
Arcades 1 , Wild Bunch

14:00
Indianara  (84 mins.), 
Palais C , Acid
Port Authority  
(94 mins.), Olympia 5 , 
MK2 Films

14:15
Port Authority  
(94 mins.), Salle du 

60eme , MK2 Films

14:30
You Deserve a Lover  
(102 mins.), Miramar , 
Wild Bunch

15:00
Courts/Shorts 
Programme 1  
(85 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Quinzaine 
des Realisateurs/
Directors’ Fortnight

15:30
Little Joe  (105 mins.), 
Riviera 2 , Coproduction 
Office (Paris)
Particles  (98 mins.), 
Olympia 6 , Les Films 
du Losange

16:00
Adam  (98 mins.), 
Olympia 8 , Films 
Boutique
Alice and the Mayor  
(110 mins.), Palais E , 
BAC Films
Family Romance LLC  
(89 mins.), Lerins 3 , 

Seville International’s  
A Brother’s Love
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Film Constellation
I Lost My Body  
(110 mins.), Olympia 2 , 
Charades
Lux Æterna  (50 mins.), 
Arcades 2 , Wild Bunch
Portrait of a Lady 
on Fire  (120 mins.), 
Lumière , MK2 Films
The Best Years of 
a Life  (90 mins.), 
Olympia 4 , Other Angle 
Pictures
The Staggering Girl  
(35 mins.), Gray 1 , Rai 
Com

16:30
Joan of Arc  
(133 mins.), Salle du 
60eme , Luxbox
The Professor  
(132 mins.), Bunuel , 
Cannes Classics

16:45
The Staggering Girl  
(35 mins.), Gray 1 , Rai 
Com

17:00
Lux Æterna  (50 mins.), 
Arcades 2 , Wild Bunch

17:15
Land of Ashes  
(82 mins.), Miramar , 
Totem Films

17:30
Heroes Don’t Die  
(90 mins.), Lerins 2 ,  
Le Pacte
Tlamess  (120 mins.), 
Olympia 9 , Be For Films

18:00
The Orphanage  
(90 mins.), Palais G , 
Luxbox
The Whistlers  
(97 mins.), Palais K , 
MK2 Films

19:00
A Hidden Life  
(180 mins.), Lumière , 
Mister Smith 
Entertainment

20:00
Indianara  (84 mins.), 
Arcades 1 , Acid
The Wild Goose Lake  
(108 mins.), Olympia 

1 , Memento Films 
International (MFI)
You Deserve a Lover  
(102 mins.), Miramar , 
Wild Bunch

20:30
The Lighthouse  
(110 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , A24 Films

21:45
The Whistlers  
(97 mins.), Salle du 
60eme , MK2 Films

22:30
Give Me Liberty  
(110 mins.), Arcades 1 , 
Wild Bunch
Land of Ashes  
(82 mins.), Miramar , 
Totem Films
On a Magical Night  
(90 mins.), Debussy , 
Charades
The Whistlers  
(97 mins.), Olympia 1 , 
MK2 Films

23:00
Diego Maradona  

(125 mins.), Lumière , 
Altitude Film Sales/
Altitude Film 
Entertainment

24:15
Lux Æterna  (50 mins.), 
Lumière , Wild Bunch

Monday
(May 20)

8:30
Diego Maradona  
(125 mins.), Salle du 
60eme , Altitude Film 
Sales/Altitude Film 
Entertainment
Land of Ashes  
(82 mins.), Miramar , 
Totem Films
Portrait of a  
Lady on Fire  
(120 mins.), Lumière , 
MK2 Films
The Invisible Life 
of Eurídice Gusmão  
(135 mins.), Debussy , 
The Match Factory

8:45
An Easy Girl  
(90 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Wild Bunch

9:30
A White, White Day  
(109 mins.), Arcades 2 , 
New Europe Film Sales
The Halt  (273 mins.), 
Olympia 6 , Indie Sales
Zombi Child  
(103 mins.), Olympia 7 , 
Playtime

10:00
And Then We Danced  
(106 mins.), Palais G , 
Totem Films
Give Me Liberty  
(110 mins.), Olympia 8 , 
Wild Bunch

11:00
They Loved Life  
(94 mins.), Bunuel , 
Cannes Classics

11:15
Abou Leila  (135 mins.), 
Miramar , Films 
Boutique

11:30
A Hidden Life  
(180 mins.), Lumière , 
Mister Smith 
Entertainment
Adam  (98 mins.), 
Debussy , Films 
Boutique
All About Yves  
(107 mins.), Olympia 7 , 
Le Pacte
Blindspot  (104 mins.), 
Lerins 2 , Doc & Film 
International
Courts/Shorts 
Programme 1  
(85 mins.), Arcades 
1 , Quinzaine des 
Realisateurs/Directors’ 
Fortnight
To Live to Sing  

(100 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Films 
Boutique

12:00
I Lost My Body  
(110 mins.), Arcades 2 , 
Charades
Little Joe  (105 mins.), 
Olympia 2 , 
Coproduction Office 
(Paris)
Oleg  (108 mins.), Gray 
3 , Best Friend Forever
On a Magical Night  
(90 mins.), Palais K , 
Charades
Papicha  (105 mins.), 
Riviera 1 , Jour2fete 
Sales

13:15
Lux Æterna   
(50 mins.), Salle du 
60eme , Wild Bunch
On a Magical Night  
(90 mins.), Bazin , 
Charades

13:30
Que Sea Ley  
(82 mins.), Arcades 3 , 
Wild Bunch

14:00
Adam  (98 mins.), 
Debussy , Films 
Boutique
Kongo  (70 mins.), 
Palais C , Kidam
La Passione di  
Anna Magnani  
(60 mins.), Bunuel , 
Cannes Classics
The Climb  (96 mins.), 
Olympia 8 ,  
Memento Films 
International (MFI)

14:45
Portrait of a Lady on 
Fire  (120 mins.), Salle 
du 60eme , MK2 Films
Seance Speciale 
Courts Métrages 2  

Mister Smith 
Entertainment’s  
A Hidden Life
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(87 mins.), Miramar , 
Semaine de la Critique

15:30
The Wild Goose Lake  
(108 mins.), Olympia 
3 , Memento Films 
International (MFI)

16:00
Young Ahmed  
(84 mins.), Lumière , 
Wild Bunch

16:30
Nina Wu  (103 mins.), 
Debussy , Luxbox

17:30
Abou Leila  (135 mins.), 
Miramar , Films 
Boutique
Family Romance LLC  
(89 mins.), Olympia 3 , 
Film Constellation
Portrait of a Lady on 
Fire  (120 mins.), Palais 
J , MK2 Films
The Best Years of a 
Life  (90 mins.),  
Salle du 60eme , Other 
Angle Pictures
Tlamess  (120 mins.), 
Lerins 2 , Be For Films

18:00
Sick, Sick, Sick  
(100 mins.), Olympia 8 , 
Alpha Violet
To Live to Sing  
(100 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Films 
Boutique

19:00
La Belle Epoque  
(113 mins.), Lumière , 
Pathé Films
Liberté   
(132 mins.), Bazin , Films 
Boutique

19:15
The Invisible  
Life of Eurídice 
Gusmão  (135 mins.), 
Debussy , The Match 
Factory

19:30
Chicuarotes  
(95 mins.), Salle du 
60eme , Cinepolis

19:45
Tommaso   
(116 mins.), Bunuel ,  
The Match Factory

20:00
Blindspot   
(104 mins.),  
Arcades 1 , Doc & Film 
International

20:30
An Easy Girl  
(90 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette ,  
Wild Bunch

21:00
Abou Leila  (135 mins.), 
Miramar , Films 
Boutique

21:30
A Hidden Life  
(180 mins.), Salle du 
60eme , Mister Smith 
Entertainment

22:15
Frankie  (98 mins.), 
Lumière , SBS 
International

22:30
The Lighthouse  
(110 mins.), Arcades 1 , 
A24 Films

Wild Bunch’s  
Young Ahmed
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9:00
A Long Goodbye  
(127 mins.), Gray 2 , 
Asmik Ace, Inc.
The Balkan 
Line  (130 mins.), 
Lerins 2 , Amadeus 
Entertainment
The Conductor  
(137 mins.), Olympia 7 , 
Incredible Film

9:30
#Annefrank | 
Hermitage Excerpts  
(10 mins.), Arcades 3 , 
Nexo Digital SRL

10 Things We Should 
Do Before We Break 
Up  (73 mins.), Palais F , 
Archstone Distribution
And the Birds Rained 
Down  (126 mins.), 
Olympia 8 , Indie Sales
By a Sharp Knife  
(90 mins.), Palais B , 
Wide
Denmark  (91 mins.), 
Gray 1 , Westend Films
Feedback  (97 mins.), 
Gray 4 , Blue Fox 
Entertainment
Film Financing - 
European Strategies 
to Boost Cultural 
Diversity ,  Olympia 1 , 
European Audiovisual 
Observatory
How About Adolf?  
(91 mins.), Lerins 4 , 
Global Screen Gmbh
Mystify  (108 mins.), 
Palais H , Dogwoof
Swallow  (110 mins.), 

Olympia 9 , Charades
The River in Me  
(98 mins.), Olympia 
6 , Movie View 
International Co. 
(Hong Kong)
Traumfabrik  
(128 mins.), Olympia 
2 , Picture Tree 
International Gmbh

10:00
Amnesia  (90 mins.), 
Gray 5 , Paya Film Toos
Buñuel in the 
Labyrinth of the 
Turtles  (77 mins.), 
Palais G , Latido Films
Don’t Stop Me Now  
(98 mins.), Riviera 1 , 
True Colours Glorious 
Films SRL
Fire Will Come  
(75 mins.), Lerins 1 , 
Pyramide International
Kate Nash 

Underestimate the 
Girl  (89 mins.), Palais 
C , Wide House
Phantom Owl Forest  
(90 mins.), Palais E , 
Attraction Distribution
Proof of Concept  
(45 mins.), Palais K , 
Frontières Platform
The Biggest Little 
Farm  (91 mins.), Gray 
3 , The Exchange
Victor & Celia  
(90 mins.), Lerins 3 , Be 
For Films

11:30
Adverse  (90 mins.), 
Gray 4 , Vision Films
All About Me  
(100 mins.), Lerins 
4 , Picture Tree 
International Gmbh
Code 8  (95 mins.), 
Olympia 7 , XYZ Films
Don’t Forget to 

Breathe  (98 mins.), 
Palais B , Slovenian Film 
Centre
Just the Three of Us  
(90 mins.), Olympia 9 , 
Other Angle Pictures
Noah Land  (109 mins.), 
Palais D , Cercamon
Öndög  (100 mins.), 
Palais F , Arclight Films 
USA
Taxi to Treasure 
Rock  (96 mins.), 
Palais H , Film Factory 
Entertainment

12:00
8K Content Selection  
(80 mins.), Palais J , 
Immersify
An Almost Ordinary 
Summer  (100 mins.), 
Lerins 3 , True Colours 
Glorious Films SRL
Animal Instinct  
(77 mins.), Gray 3 , 

Ju&Co
Away  (74 mins.), 
Lerins 1 , CMG - Cinema 
Management Group 
LLC
Cats  (87 mins.), 
Riviera 1 , All Rights 
Entertainment Limited
Golden Voices  
(88 mins.), Palais I , 
Intramovies
I Can Quit Whenever I 
Want  (98 mins.), Palais 
C , Filmax
Leaving Afghanistan  
(110 mins.), Olympia 8 , 
Loco Films
Litus  (85 mins.), Palais 
G , Latido Films
Lost and Found  
(110 mins.), Gray 1 , 
Charades
Mapacho  (90 mins.), 
Gray 5 , Habanero
My Best Friend’s 
Wedding  (109 mins.), 
Palais E , Filmsharks/

Today
(May 18)
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The Remake Co.
Stars by the Pound  
(88 mins.), Olympia 4 , 
Be For Films

13:30
Children of Genghis  
(101 mins.), Palais F , 
California Pictures
Cold Feet  (97 mins.), 
Lerins 4 , Picture Tree 
International Gmbh
Hail Satan?  (94 mins.), 
Palais J , Magnolia 
Pictures & Magnet 
Releasing
Mrs. Lowry and Son  
(92 mins.), Gray 4 , The 
Exchange
Mylove Lost  
(103 mins.), Palais 
H , Filmsharks/The 
Remake Co.
Thunderbird  
(95 mins.), Gray 2 , 
Ocean Twilight Films
Tito  (71 mins.), Palais 
B , Visit Films
We’ll Rise At Dawn , 
 Olympia 9 , Adriana 
Chiesa Enterprises
Where We Go From 
Here  (90 mins.), Palais 
D , Wide
White Snake  
(95 mins.), Riviera 2 , All 
Rights Entertainment 
Limited

14:00
Bliss  (80 mins.), Lerins 
1 , MPI Media Group
Good People  
(88 mins.), Gray 3 , 
Axxon Films
Lotte and the Lost 
Dragons  (78 mins.), 
Palais G , Rija Films/
Filmu Studija Rija, Ltd.
Malaga Goes to 
Cannes  (110 mins.), 
Palais K , Festival 
of Malaga. Spanish 
Cinema
My Last Friend ,   
Olympia 2 , Tricoast 
Worldwide
Pinches Actores  

(140 mins.), Gray 5 , Y.N 
Productions/La Cuisine 
Aux Images
Rounded Corners  
(88 mins.), Palais 
I , Upper West 80’s 
Productions, LLC
Salma’s Big Wish  
(94 mins.), Lerins 
3 , CMG - Cinema 
Management Group 
LLC
Showcase Art 
Pictures Studio  
(60 mins.), Gray 1 , Art 
Pictures Studio/Art 
Pictures Group
The Dust Walker  
(100 mins.), Olympia 4 , 
SC Films International
Twin – TV Series 
(8 X 45’)  (45 mins.), 
Olympia 8 , 
Trustnordisk
When Mom Is Away  
(95 mins.), Riviera 1 , 
True Colours Glorious 
Films SRL

15:30
Dithee  (89 mins.), 
Olympia 7 , Maharashtra 
Film, Stage & Cultural 
Development 
Corporation Ltd.
How to Be a French 
Lover  (94 mins.), 
Olympia 6 , TF1 Studio
Imprisoned  
(104 mins.), Olympia 
3 , Cinema Libre 
International
J’veux du Soleil  
(75 mins.), Lerins 2 , 
Jour2fete Sales
Kampai! Sake Sisters  
(96 mins.), Gray 2 , Nine 
Film
Love Me Not  
(82 mins.), Palais F , 
Reel Suspects
Mad?  (75 mins.), Palais 
H , Pilgrims 7 Corp.
Making Waves  
(90 mins.), Palais B , 
Dogwoof
O Beautiful Night  
(89 mins.), Lerins 4 , 
The Match Factory

Pure as Snow  
(112 mins.), Olympia 9 , 
Gaumont
Spycies  (95 mins.), 
Gray 4 , iQiyi, Inc.
The Champion  
(109 mins.), Riviera 2 , 
True Colours Glorious 
Films SRL
The Vets  (90 mins.), 
Olympia 1 , Orange 
Studio
Wing Girls  (90 mins.), 
Palais J , California 
Pictures

16:00
8  (100 mins.), Lerins 3 , 
Tricoast Worldwide
Clarence Clemons: 
Who Do I Think I 
Am?  (90 mins.), Palais 
I , Virgil Films and 
Entertainment
Double Plus Fifteen  
(103 mins.), Palais C , 
Filmax
Haf Goes to Cannes  
(110 mins.), Palais 
K , Hong Kong 
International Film 
Festival Society 
Limited (HKIFFS)
Lil’ Buck: Real Swan  
(90 mins.), Gray 1 , 
Versatile
Locusts  (86 mins.), 
Gray 5 , Closereef 
Productions
Masterclass Nicolas 
Winding Refn  
(120 mins.), Bunuel , 
Festival de Cannes
My Little One  
(101 mins.), Palais G , 
Wide
Mystery of the Night  
(106 mins.), Palais E , 
Reel Suspects
Nemesis  (82 mins.), 
Gray 3 , M Pictures Co., 
Ltd.
No Hard Feelings  
(89 mins.), Lerins 1 , 
M-Appeal World Sales 
UG
System K  (95 mins.), 
Riviera 1 , Le Pacte
The Prado Museum. A 

Collection of Wonders  
(92 mins.), Arcades 2 , 
Nexo Digital SRL
This Changes 
Everything  (97 mins.), 
Olympia 5 , Westend 
Films
Upcoming Fantastic 
Films  (90 mins.), 
Olympia 4 , Blood 
Window

17:15
The Collini Case  
(123 mins.), Lerins 4 , 
Global Screen Gmbh

17:30
A Woman in 
Motion  (90 mins.), 
Gray 4 , Submarine 
Entertainment
Botero  (84 mins.), Gray 
2 , House of Film
F20  (90 mins.), Palais 
B , Wide
Il Sindaco, Italian 
Politics 4 Dummies  
(80 mins.), Palais H , 
Intramovies
Marighella  (155 mins.), 
Palais J , Elle Driver
School Life  (116 mins.), 
Olympia 3 , Gaumont
Showbox Private 
Screening  (142 mins.), 
Lerins 2 , Showbox
Spread Your Wings  
(120 mins.), Arcades 1 , 
SND - Groupe M6
The Bare Necessity  
(102 mins.), Olympia 9 , 
Playtime
The Silent War  
(121 mins.), Palais D , 
Filmax

18:00
A War Within  
(103 mins.), Palais G , SF 
Studios
Adventure Boyz  
(90 mins.), Lerins 1 , 
Latitude Films Ltd.
Do Not Reply  
(99 mins.), Gray 5 , VMI 
Worldwide

Live!  (118 mins.), 
Olympia 5 , The 
Solution Entertainment 
Group
Oh Les Filles  
(79 mins.), Lerins 3 , Les 
Films du Losange
Our Mothers  
(77 mins.), Riviera 1 , 
Pyramide International
Rai Com Promo  
(30 mins.), Arcades 2 , 
Rai Com
Shiny Shrimps  
(105 mins.), Gray 1 , 
Charades
The Cleansing Hour  
(94 mins.), Palais I , 
DDI - Double Dutch 
International
The Wall of Mexico  
(105 mins.), Palais C , 
Visit Films
Welcome to Mercy  
(104 mins.), Gray 3 , 
Pure Flix/Quality Fix
Windstrom: Ari’s 
Arrival  (100 mins.), 
Palais E , Attraction 
Distribution

18:15
Aren’t You Happy?  
(79 mins.), Riviera 2 , 
Coproduction Office 
(Paris)

18:35
Rai Com Promo  
(30 mins.), Arcades 2 , 
Rai Com

19:10
Rai Com Promo  
(30 mins.), Arcades 2 , 
Rai Com

20:00
The Sons of the 
Jaguar  (92 mins.), 
Gray 4 , Ideas 
Prendidas

20:30
Happenstance  

(87 mins.), Palais I , 
Preston Way LLC
The Zurich Liaison 
- Wagner’s One and 
Only Love  (113 mins.), 
Olympia 2 , Syquali 
Crossmedia AG

24:15
Lux Æterna , Lumière , 
Wild Bunch

Sunday
(May 19)

9:00
Brave Father Online 
– Our Story of 
Final Fantasy XIV  
(114 mins.), Palais D , 
Gaga Corporation

9:30
Aasha and the Street 
Dogs  (95 mins.), 
Palais B , Cinestaan 
International
Annecy Goes to 
Cannes (Animation 
Day)  (110 mins.), 
Olympia 1 , Festival 
International du Film 
d’Animation d’Annecy 
(Citia)
Extra Ordinary.  
(94 mins.), Gray 4 , Epic 
Pictures Group
Greener Grass  
(93 mins.), Palais H , 
Kinology
Heimat Is a Space 
in Time  (218 mins.), 
Lerins 4 , Pluto Film 
Distribution Network 
Gmbh
Lepage au Soleil: 
At the Origins of 
Kanata  (90 mins.), 
Palais F , Filmoption 
International
Queens of the Field  
(94 mins.), Arcades 1 , 
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Gaumont
Shooting the Mafia  
(94 mins.), Palais J , 
Charades
The Best of Dorien B.  
(106 mins.), Lerins 2 , 
Be For Films
The Weasels’ Tale  
(129 mins.), Olympia 4 , 
Latido Films

10:00
Darkhoongah  
(103 mins.), Lerins 1 , 
Arthood Entertainment 
Gmbh
Depraved  (114 mins.), 
Gray 1 , Yellow Veil 
Pictures
Flawless  (97 mins.), 
Palais I , Beta Cinema
New Horizons’ Polish 
Days Goes to Cannes  
(110 mins.), Palais K , 
New Horizons Int’l Film 
Festival/New Horizons 
Association
Piranhas  (110 mins.), 
Olympia 2 , Elle Driver
South  (100 mins.), 
Lerins 3 , Latido Films
True Colours Promo  

(110 mins.), Riviera 1 , 
True Colours Glorious 
Films SRL
U - 235  (110 mins.), 
Gray 3 , Atlas 
International Film
Us at the End of the 
Year  (101 mins.), Gray 
5 , TBA Studios/Tuko 
Film Productions Inc.

11:00
Masterclass Alain 
Delon  (120 mins.), 
Bunuel , Festival de 
Cannes

11:30
Animation Day 
Panel Discussion  
(110 mins.), Olympia 1 , 
Festival International 
du Film d’Animation 
d’Annecy (Citia)
Benjamin the 
Elephant  (110 mins.), 
Arcades 3 , Studiocanal
Body at Brighton 
Rock  (90 mins.),  
Palais J , Magnolia 
Pictures & Magnet 

Releasing
Forse È Solo Mal 
Di Mare  (93 mins.), 
Olympia 3 , Blue 
Penguin Film
Half Sister  
(105 mins.), Palais B , 
Slovenian Film Centre
Mr. Deshee  
(90 mins.), Gray 4 , 
Adler and Associates 
Entertainment Inc.
Our Mothers  
(77 mins.), Riviera 2 , 
Pyramide International
Primal  (90 mins.), 
Gray 2 , The Exchange
Some Time Later  
(95 mins.), Palais 
F , Filmsharks/The 
Remake Co.
Sympathy for the 
Devil  (102 mins.), 
Olympia 9 , Charades
The Accordionist’s 
Son  (95 mins.), Palais 
D , Filmax

12:00
Fantastic 7  
(110 mins.), Palais 
K , Fundacio Sitges 

Festival Internacional 
de Cinema de 
Catalunya
Fire Will  
Come  (75 mins.), 
Lerins 1 , Pyramide 
International
Il Signor Diavolo  
(83 mins.), Palais C , 
Wide
Remember Me  
(100 mins.), Palais G , 
Bac Films
Rounded Corners  
(88 mins.), Palais 
I , Upper West 80’s 
Productions, LLC
Sawah  (86 mins.), 
Gray 3 , Axxon Films
She’s Missing  
(103 mins.), Gray 1 , 
Carnaby International 
Sales and Distribution
The Bare Necessity  
(102 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Playtime
The Goalkeeper  
(99 mins.), Gray 5 , 
Habanero
The Invisible Witness  
(102 mins.), Riviera 1 , 
True Colours Glorious 
Films SRL

13:15
In the Middle of the 
River  (112 mins.), 
Lerins 4 , Arri Media 
International

13:30
A Girl From 
Mogadishu  (90 mins.), 
Gray 2 , The Exchange
All I Want for 
Christmas  (93 mins.), 
Palais B , Attraction 
Distribution
Boss Level  (105 mins.), 
Olympia 7 , Highland 
Film Group
Saint Frances  
(101 mins.), Palais D , 
Visit Films
Strangeways Here We 
Come  (86 mins.), Palais 
H , California Pictures
The Beast in the 
Jungle  (87 mins.), 
Olympia 3 , Picture Tree 
International Gmbh
The Murder of Nicole 
Brown Simpson  
(90 mins.), Riviera 2 , 
Voltage Pictures

The Pact  (106 mins.), 
Palais F , Filmsharks/
The Remake Co.

14:00
All You Need Is Crime  
(102 mins.), Palais I , 
Intramovies
American Fighter  
(98 mins.), Lerins 3 , 
Arclight Films USA
Born Twice  (87 mins.), 
Gray 5 , Ahora! Film
Gaza  (90 mins.), 
Palais G , Filmoption 
International
Los Cabos Goes to 
Cannes  (110 mins.), 
Palais K , Los Cabos 
International Film 
Festival
Nemesis  (82 mins.), 
Gray 3 , M Pictures Co., 
Ltd.
Our Defeats  
(94 mins.), Lerins 
1 , Doc & Film 
International
The Boy Who Cried 
Wolf  (100 mins.), Gray 
1 , Orange Studio
The Devil Told Me 
What to Do  (83 mins.), 
Olympia 4 , Blood 
Window
The King’s 
Musketeers  
(109 mins.), Riviera 1 , 
True Colours Glorious 
Films SRL

15:30
Cranston Academy: 
Monster Zone  
(80 mins.), Palais J , 
DDI - Double Dutch 
International
Father Africa  
(105 mins.), Palais F , 
California Pictures
I’ll Go Where You Go  
(92 mins.), Olympia 7 , 
Playtime
Ibiza  (85 mins.), 
Arcades 1 , Gaumont
Koko-Di Koko-Da  
(86 mins.), Palais D , 
Stray Dogs

Yellow Veil Pictures’ 
Depraved
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VALENCIA… ¡ACTION!

· 20 km of coast
· 300 days of sunshine a year
· 300 weekly fl ights to 20 countries
· 2 hours from the European capitals
 and 9 hours from North America
· Highly qualifi ed local technicians
· Service companies
· Set building and decoration
· Sets for all types of productions
· VFX services
· First-rate animation studios
· Soundtrack composition and recording

Waiting for your productions:
VALENCIA FILM OFFICE 
valenciafi lmoffi ce@visitvalencia.com
www.valenciafi lmoffi ce.org
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Mad?  (75 mins.), Palais 
H , Pilgrims 7 Corp
Parents In Progress  
(85 mins.), Lerins 4 , 
True Colours Glorious 
Films SRL
Phil Tippett - Mad 
Dreams and Monsters  
(85 mins.), Lerins 2 , Le 
Pacte
Echo in the Canyon  
(90 mins.), Gray 
4 , Submarine 
Entertainment
The Mover  (99 mins.), 
Arcades 3 , Morefilms 
Gmbh
Tintoretto - A Rebel 
in Venice  (95 mins.), 
Olympia 3 , Nexo Digital 
SRL
XY Chelsea  (92 mins.), 
Palais B , Dogwoof

16:00
Away  (74 mins.), 

Lerins 1 , CMG - Cinema 
Management Group 
LLC
Billich: Beyond  
the Canvas   
(98 mins.), Palais I , 
Majestic Film
Buyers Showcase  
(60 mins.),  
Palais K , Frontières 
Platform
Dithee  (89 mins.), 
Riviera 1 , Maharashtra 
Film, Stage & Cultural 
Development 
Corporation Ltd.
Glorious Dead  
(87 mins.), Gray 3 , Nez 
Moving Pixels
Haifa Street  
(77 mins.), Palais C , 
Wide
Le Fruit de L’espoir  
(80 mins.), Palais G , 
Dopamyne Films
Wake Up  (92 mins.), 
Gray 5 , VMI Worldwide

17:15
All My Loving  
(120 mins.), Arcades 3 , 
Beta Cinema

17:30
2040  (92 mins.), 
Olympia 7 , Metro 
International 
Entertainment
Bandishala  
(140 mins.), Palais J , 
Maharashtra Film, 
Stage & Cultural 
Development 
Corporation Ltd.
Coureur  (97 mins.), 
Palais H , Intramovies
Initials S.G.  (98 mins.), 
Riviera 2 , Visit Films
Qt8: The First Eight  
(97 mins.), Gray 4 , 
Wood Entertainment
Sadako  (99 mins.), 
Palais F , Kadokawa 

Corporation
Satanic Panic  
(90 mins.), Palais B , 
DDI - Double Dutch 
International
The Hidden Sword  
(124 mins.), Gray 2 , 
Distribution Workshop
Walking With 
Elephants  (91 mins.), 
Palais D , Palm Tree 
Universal
Wish Man  (105 mins.), 
Lerins 4 , Pure Flix/
Quality Fix

17:45
The Bare Necessity  
(102 mins.), Theatre 
Croisette , Playtime

18:00
Aaron  (116 mins.), 
Lerins 1 , Maharashtra 
Film, Stage & Cultural 

Development 
Corporation Ltd.
Bellissime  (82 mins.), 
Riviera 1 , Fandango
Imprisoned  
(104 mins.), Lerins 
3 , Cinema Libre 
International
Invisible Sue  
(95 mins.), Palais E , 
Attraction Distribution
Kettle  (96 mins.), 
Palais C , Wide
Kung Food  (98 mins.), 
Olympia 4 , Yi 
Animation Inc.
My Out-Laws  
(90 mins.), Gray 1 , 
Orange Studio
Paradise War  
(141 mins.), Olympia 8 , 
Trustnordisk
The Eulogy  (99 mins.), 
Palais I , Cinestaan 
International
The Great War  
(95 mins.), Gray 5 , VMI 

Worldwide

19:15
Tribute Alain Delon  
(30 mins.), Debussy , 
Festival de Cannes

19:30
Share  (89 mins.), Salle 
du 60ème , HBO (Home 
Box Office)

20:00
Islamophobia  
(130 mins.), Palais B , 
Peace Motion Pictures

20:30
Next Generation 
Short Tiger 2019  
(98 mins.), Olympia 2 , 
German Films Service 
& Marketing Gmbh
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        GRAY 5 
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For more information, please visit:
www.ampav.com
#AmPav    #MeetMeAtThePavilion

@AmPav @americanpavilion@AmPav

Open daily 9am-6pm for American Pavilion members
Open gratis to all Festival badge holders after 6pm

MEDIA PARTNERS

To view the whole schedule, please visit: www.ampav.com

TODAY AT THE AMERICAN PAVILION
TOMORROW, MAY 19
11:00 AM | INDUSTRY IN FOCUS:

THE MUSIC OF THE CANNES 
FILM FESTIVAL 
12:15 PM | IN CONVERSATION

LUCA GUADAGNINO
2:00 PM | INDUSTRY IN FOCUS:

STATE OF PLAY - ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE, BIG DATA AND 
THE FILM INDUSTRY
4:30–6:30 PM 

EMERGING FILMMAKER LGBTQ 
SHOWCASE & RECEPTION 

MONDAY, MAY 20
10:00 AM | INDUSTRY IN FOCUS:

MAKING SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE 
FILMS - IMPRISONED
11:00 AM | IN CONVERSATION:

WILLEM DAFOE
2:00 PM | INDUSTRY IN FOCUS:

THE ART OF THE PITCH 
3:30 PM | FILM PANEL:

FOR SAMA

TUESDAY, MAY 21
11:00 AM–1:15 PM

THE AMERICAN PAVILION 
STUDENT FILMMAKER 
SHOWCASE
4:00 PM–6:30 PM

THE AMERICAN PAVILION 
EMERGING FILMMAKER 
SHOWCASE & AWARDS 
CEREMONY

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22
1:00 PM

FILM COMMENT PODCAST
2:15 PM

INDIEWIRE PODCAST

11:00 AM | INDUSTRY IN FOCUS:

THE FUTURE OF 
CROWDFUNDING
The practice of raising money 
online is no longer a novelty but 
what’s next? Can we maintain the 
status quo or is there something 
bigger on the horizon? 

Benjamin Wiessner, Vanishing Angle

Ash Greyson, Ribbow Media, 

VR investor

Tom Bancroft, Disney animator/
producer (The Lion King, Mulan)

Natasha Marshburger, Exec 
Director, London Independent FF

Moderated by Tony Armer, Film 
Commissioner & Producer, St. 
Petersburg Clearwater, FL

12:30 PM | INDUSTRY IN FOCUS:

DISTRIBUTION 
THROW-DOWN 
- NETFLIX VS. 
THEATERS
Filmmakers have more 
opportunities than ever when it 
comes to distributing their work 
and every film’s success story is 
unique. The challenge is finding 
the right release strategy for each 
project in a sea of options. 

Brian Beckmann, Arclight Films, 
CFO (First Reformed, Hotel Mumbai )

Chris Charalambous,
Entertainment Studios’   
Freestyle Releasing, Head of 
Acquisitions

Cassian Elwes, Producer & 
President of Elevated Films 
(Mudbound, The Butler, Dallas 
Buyers Club )

Matt Miller, Vanishing Angle 
(Thunder Road, A Bread Factory 
Part 1 & Part 2 )

Tom Quinn, NEON, Founder & CEO

Harris Tulchin, Entertainment 
Attorney/Producer’s Rep

Moderated by Anne Thompson,
Indiewire

2:00 PM | INDUSTRY IN FOCUS:

THE GOLDEN AGE 
OF DOCUMENTARIES
Documentaries are more popular 
than ever, with boffo box office 
and visibility on streaming services 
worldwide. How did we get here, 
what’s the current landscape, and 
what does the future hold for 
nonfiction storytelling? 

Dan Braun, Submarine, Sales Agent 
& Producer (Wild Wild Country, 
Evil Genius, Pick of the Litter )

Ben Braun, Submarine

Midge Costin, Director /Producer, 
USC Professor (Making Waves: The 
Art of Cinematic Sound )

Julie Goldman, Oscar nominated 
Producer (Abacus, Life, Animated, 
One Child Nation )

Noah C. Haeussner, Producer

Tom Quinn, NEON, Founder & CEO

4:00–5:15 PM

SPEED DATING WITH 
CASTING SOCIETY 
OF AMERICA
A rare opportunity for filmmakers 
to make contact and seek casting 
advice in one-on-one meetings 
with casting directors. 
Participation is by invitation 
only. Interested filmmakers should 
contact info@castingsociety.com

5:30 PM

THE AMPAV AND LE 
BALLON ROUGE 
BEACHSIDE 
PLAYDATE
The American Pavilion celebrates 
Le Ballon Rouge Initiative: Where 
Kids are the New VIPs 

We welcome all the kids and 
parents in Cannes to be part of a 
beach playdate at The AmPav. 
Enjoy cocktails on the beach with 
other parents. Kids are welcome 
(though not required). Building 
sandcastles encouraged.

* Schedule and guests are subject to change without notice.

MAY 18, 2019
MEET ME

AMERICAN PAVILION
at the

American Pavilion D5 051819.indd   1 5/16/19   1:44 AM
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Memorable moments from a storied history

90 Years of THR
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As the 59th Cannes Festival 
was winding down in 2006, The 
Hollywood Reporter had clearly 
begun to enjoy itself. “This year’s 
Festival de Cannes was the Zen 
festival,” wrote THR. “Blazing 
sunshine and a less than jam-
packed Croisette, plus a lineup 
with many competent but few 
red-hot titles made for a mellow 
mix of business and buzz.” The 
fest had begun under the threat 
of a police strike by Cannes’ 150 
municipal offi cers, who primarily 
handle traffi c and street theft; 
opened with Warner Bros.’ The Da 
Vinci Code, drawing a lackluster 
response plus some boos; and 
had former U.S. Vice President 
Al Gore on hand to promote An 
Inconvenient Truth. (Gore, one of 

the few American politicians who 
speaks at least some French, did 
46 interviews to boost the fi lm.) 
It was also the fi rst time 2019’s 
Cannes jury president, Alejandro 
Gonzalez Iñárritu, had a fi lm in 
competition. The then-42-year-
old director was there with Babel. 
The $25 million drama, which 
weaves together stories of three 
families in Mexico, Morocco and 
Japan, would be the fi rst release 
of Paramount Vantage. THR was 
blown away. “Tense, relentless 
and diffi cult to watch, Alejandro 
Gonzalez Iñárritu’s Babel is an 
emotionally shattering drama,” 
said the review, which predicted 
the fi lm was “headed for major 
prizes and large, appreciative 
audiences.” However, the Palme 

d’Or would not be one of those 
awards. The jury, led by Wong Kar 
Wai, gave it to Ken Loach’s The 
Wind That Shakes the Barley. But 
Iñárritu did win the best director 
award. “Winning that at Cannes 
really set us up nicely for our 
awards campaign,” says then-Par-
amount Vantage president John 
Lesher. “It put Alejandro in a 

Cannes Jury President Iñárritu’s Babel Dazzled in ’06
↑ Alejandro G. Iñárritu (center) with, from left: 
Boubker Ait El Caid, Rinko Kikuchi, Gael García 
Bernal, Cate Blanchett and Kôji Yakusho on 
the Cannes red carpet at the Babel premiere.

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 20162006

position where he was seen as an 
international fi lmmaker working 
at the highest levels.” Babel went 
on to win the Golden Globe for 
best drama and received seven 
Oscar nominations. — BILL HIGGINS
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We will keep improving.  
Stay tuned.

Know-how,  
Skills, Tradition

Solo by Artemio Benki

Loves of a blonde by Miloš Forman

Forman vs. Forman by Helena Třeštíková and Jakub Hejna

One Hundred and Twenty-eight Thousand by Ondřej Erban

Czech Republic, Pavilion No. 130, 
Village International, Marché du Film

This year’s Cannes Film Festival will pay homage  
to director Miloš Forman, who passed away last year. 
The restored second film of Miloš Forman, Loves of 
a Blonde, which will be shown in the Cannes Classic 
section, is yet another proof that will persuade you 
of the impressive cinema tradition of the Czech 
Republic, which can serve as a source to contemporary 
generations of filmmakers. In the same section, 
you can view the world premiere of the remarkable 
documentary Forman vs. Forman by Helena Třeštíková 
and Jakub Hejna, which describes Miloš Forman’s  
life journey from the Czech New Wave to Hollywood, 
his opinions on the society, politics and art.

Documentary Solo by French director Artemio  
Benki, based in Prague, will have its world premiere  
in the parallel section ACID. The film, which is  
a co-production of the Czech Republic, France,
Argentina and Austria, is a lyrical story of a young  
piano virtuoso, who struggles with his mental  
illness and strives to return to normal life outside  
the hospital walls. The short film One Hundred and 
Twenty-eight Thousand of the emerging talented 
director and script writer Ondřej Erban will be shown  
in the Cinéfondation section. This probe into  
a society stricken by foreclosures has won this year’s 
Magnesia Award for Best Student Film.

The stable public funding system, with special  
emphasis on supporting co-productions, together  
with skilled producers and experienced crews,  
makes the Czech Republic the perfect environment  
for creating outstanding international projects.
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